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Welcome to the autumn 2022 issue of Arrivée 

I’m grateful to Simon Munk, the 
campaigns manager for the London 
Cycling Campaign, for introducing me to 
a new word – scofflaw.

Scofflaw was first coined during the 
Prohibition era in the USA, to describe 
those who continued to imbibe alcohol 
during that country’s infamously 
unpopular booze ban of the 1920s.

Mr Munk used the word in the context of 
Transport Secretary Grant Shapps’ bizarre 
ramblings about ways to control rogue 
cyclists. He was, according to Munk, 
“attacking cyclists as scofflaws, but it is 
cars, not cycles, which present the 
greatest road danger”.

Nevertheless, the image of the cyclist as a 

free-wheeling bandit who recklessly 
flouts the law is, without doubt, gaining 
traction in certain quarters – especially 
places like the Daily Mail, whose 
“exclusive” broke the news that Grant 
Shapps could force every bike rider to 
carry a number plate – a claim he later 
denied.

In August the newspaper’s popular 
website carried a story in which it 
recorded 26 cyclists, in the period of a 
single hour, jumping a red light outside 
Buckingham Palace. The accompanying 
reader comments were predictably 
hostile, with many calling for harsh 
punishments for errant riders. Equally 
predictably, the article failed to disclose 
that the road was closed to motorised 
traffic at the time.

There have also been one or two 
high-profile cases of cyclists causing the 

death of pedestrians by dangerous 
cycling, all of which has caused a 
growing number to nod in agreement 
whenever a clampdown on cyclists is 
demanded.

By the time you read this, Grant Shapps 
may be doing a completely different job, 
under a completely different prime 
minister. One might conclude that his 
thoughts on cycling had more to do with 
his personal profile rather than a serious 
attempt to deal with the issue.

The reality is clear. Regulation along the 
lines suggested would be a bureaucratic 
nightmare, serving to deter people from 
taking to the saddle, which is, after all, 
contrary to current government aims.

And in any case, the Department of 
Transport officials whose job it would be 
to come up with a workable plan, have 
already said no such proposals exist. 

There is only talk of a policy review, but 
that will be up to whoever takes over as 
Transport Secretary.

There is little doubt that the minister’s 
musings to the Daily Mail have served 
only to make debate on a pressing issue 
more toxic than ever. The vast majority of 
cyclists, Mr Shapps, are not scofflaws.
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2022 KW Audax Rides Schedule 

The KW Audax Chapter is planning monthly rides 
from March through to October, building up to LAL 
1,000 km event in July across Wales and back again. 

To book your place go to the link on our website  
www.kingstonwheelers.com or directly at 

audax.uk

Sun 4 Sep  
Rowlands Ramble 200km

Sun 2 Oct  
Brace of Bramleys 200 km

ISSUE 158 – WINTER 2022 EDITION  
Send your stories to gedlennox@me.com 
The next edition of Arrivée will be out in 
December 2022. If you have a story for the 
magazine try and get it to us by the end of 
October 2022 – the sooner you send it in the 
better.     

● Send your text in any word-processor format 
and your pictures as separate files (i.e. not 
embedded in the document).

● Images must be as big as possible, anything 
below 1Mb jpeg is not usable

● It is essential that your photographs 
are captioned, preferably in a separate 
document, cross referenced to your pictures.

● Include your full contact details – 
including your AUK number – we cannot 
publish your story otherwise

● Copy all the content into a new folder on 
your desktop.

● If it is too large to email (i.e. more than 10Mb) 
please use WeTransfer, MailBigFile or a cloud-
based platform.

● Please do not use the old Mediafire gateway 
as it is no longer functional.

SEND US YOUR STORIES

WHERE  
ARE THE  
WOMEN?
So far in 2022, women have been making the 
headlines on the back pages – in football, 
cricket, rugby, hockey and, of course, cycling.

It’s been a breakthrough year, particularly 
for England’s Lionesses who won football’s top 
European honour this summer, and in doing so 
gave women’s sport a tremendous boost.

So why are Audax women so shy to share 
their achievements? AUK has many, many 
excellent female cyclists who demonstrate 
their passion, strength and determination at 
events up and down the country every week.

If you’re a female Audax rider, or you know 
a woman who deserves the spotlight, let us 
know. Send your news to the editor.  
Email gedlennox@me.com 



    

Derby-based riders, Laura Pugh and husband Steven Massey 
began crossing Australia on their epic tandem record 
challenge, as Arrivée went to press. This is a report on their 
progress so far…

 As August drew to a close, the SteLa team aiming to break the record for riding around the globe on a 
tandem, had reached Singapore – ready to fly to the next leg of their adventure, a gruelling ride across the 
breadth of Australia.

The couple set off from the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin in a Europe-wide heatwave in June, with the goal of 
covering 18,000 miles in 180 days. Their progress through eastern Europe went well, despite a few punctures, 
one or two mechanicals and some interesting cultural variations.

But they’ve been greeted for the most part with kindness and friendly hospitality, though they’ve met with 
occasional unpleasantness, including a hotel owner in rural India who insisted on extra payments before he’d 
unlock the gate and allow them to continue on their ride.

In Malaysia the couple were hit from behind by a moped. Both were knocked from the tandem, and 
suffered minor cuts and bruises, but were helped by concerned passers-by who tended to their wounds. The 
bike’s derailieur hanger was bent, but otherwise escaped relatively unscathed.

They’ve faced exceptional heat, heavy rain, and violent thunder storms, especially on the south Asian leg of 
the journey, and one problem that hadn’t been expected – the near constant demand for selfies, especially 
during their trek across India. The spectacular length of Stevie’s beard appears to create fascination wherever 
they go.

Laura writes about the selfie-obsessed Indians in her blog. She said: “We pulled in (to a restaurant) at the 
peak of the heat of the day, desperate for drinks and a cool down. We weren’t impressed to have a lady 
immediately pounce on us, saying ‘photo, photo!’ 

“She shoved her children in front of our table and proceeded to take pictures – no questions, no interest in 
us, she just wanted a photo with her kids in. It’s these sorts of encounters we find the hardest. What is the point? 
It’s not like she can even tell anyone anything about the weird-looking people she’s taken photos of.”

The other serious issue, which has troubled both Laura and Steve, is stomach problems. Laura writes: 
“Despite taking all the advice, and heeding every precaution – no meat, no salads, no uncooked food, religious 
hand-washing, prebiotics, and bottled water, our stomachs have been gurgling, and we’ve both suffered.”

To add to that, Laura’s feet have been giving her trouble, thanks to constantly wet shoes while riding 
through heavy jungle rain.

The traffic in some of the cities has also slowed their progress from time to time, exacerbated by monsoon 
rains through Asian countries, with surface water hiding treacherous potholes on the busy roads.

The ride has so far taken them through alpine scenery, arid deserts, jungle, paddy fields and palm oil 
plantations – with monkeys and huge bats in the roadside trees, and at one point, a worrying sign warning of 
the local wildlife, including leopards. They’ve also been regularly chased by packs of dogs.

One issue that definitely upset Stevie, who looks forward to a cooling beer at the end of a hard day in the 
saddle, was crossing several Indian states where alcohol sales are banned. They have been delighted, 
nevertheless, to find the occasional McDonalds and Domino Pizza restaurants in some unlikely places.
●   You can follow their progress in more detail at https://www.stelatandem.com 

Rumbling thunder and 
grumbling stomachs on 
the road to a world record
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LETTERS
In praise of perms...
Sir,
I wanted to highlight for fellow riders how 
wonderful our Permanent Events can be. This 
year I discovered the Wigley Perms and every 
single one of them has been delightful. I’ve been 
DIY-by-GPSing for many years because I 
assumed that I may as well start and stop at 
home if I’m going to do a non-event-Audax. 

However, earlier this year I didn’t have time 
to put a route together so I went for a lucky-dip 
approach and entered one of Mike’s Perms from 
Poynton: the Full Monty 300. It was brilliant from 
beginning to end. Quiet country lanes, a nice 
big hill, and lots of roads closed to motor 
vehicles due to roadworks. 

I flew round in one of my best times for a 
300. Since then I’ve ridden a handful more and 
every one of them has been perfect. I’ve ridden 
under airport runways, over cobbled bridges, 
along canal towpaths and greenways. I’ve been 
along the Isle of Skye road (where the pub used 
to be) and crossed the country from the Humber 
to Menai. I went to church and narrowly avoided 
Saighton, then crossed military land and passed 
Jodrell Bank unnoticed. I’ve done rides that felt 
like 200km of country lanes, I’ve climbed 
unnecessary hills and taken diversions around 
them. 

Every time I head out on a Wigley Perm I 
know my ride is in good hands. May I take this 
opportunity to commend the Wigley Perms to 
the Audax Massif and hope that you discover 
routes that others have lovingly crafted.

●	 Google Search “Wigley Perms” or go to: 
www.delphcyclist.info/WigleyPerms.html

Graeme Holdsworth        

No tubeless debate?
Sir,
I was surprised that my letter, “Happy on 
tubes”, published in Arrivée’s spring 2022 
edition, didn’t evoke any response. Surely Mike 
Smith would have liked to comment on the 
disadvantages of low pressure that I pointed 
out? 

I am left wondering why nobody else 
wanted to add to the discussion. Surely there 
must be plenty of opinions out there among 
such a large readership of experienced 
cyclists? 

Maybe Ian Lovelock’s interesting article, 
“Going down the tubes” (Arrivée 156, page 46) 
was prompted by my letter?

Paul Harrison



  

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS…  
with Caroline Fenton, AUK Membership Secretary

It has been another good quarter 
for membership enrolment 

helped by the flagship UK 
event London-Edinburgh-
London. In particular it has 
been good to see a 
significant number of event 

volunteers, riders and 
dot-watchers being inspired to 

join up – the result being over 
300 new members and re-joiners 

since last Arrivée. Welcome everyone.

Recording your club in your membership details
With LEL now in the past quite a few members have 
turned their thoughts to PBP, only a year away due to 
the covid-related delay to LEL. If you are thinking of 
entering PBP please check out the pre-qualifying and 
qualifying requirements which are on our website now. 
As part of this process ACP (Audax Club Parisien) will 
use your BRM event results – and these are identified as 
“yours” generally by a combination of your name and 
your registered club (unfortunately their system does 
not recognize a unique membership number). To make 
this work better please don’t change your club during 
the qualification period. So please make this something 
you do in the next week or so – check your club in your 
membership details, change it NOW if you want it to be 
different for next year and then leave it alone until after 
your PBP entry is confirmed.  You don’t need to have a 
club to enter PBP, in the absence of anything we just 
link your record to Audax UK, but again if you have no 
club now, please leave it that way if you intend to enter 
PBP.

Household members
A quick reminder that household membership gives all 
the benefits of full membership except a copy of 
Arrivée.  You can now add a household member on line 
and by the time you read this it will be free for the rest 
of 2022. So if you have a spouse/partner/daughter/son/
sibling/parent/flatmate who wants to try audaxing, 
now is a good time to add them to your membership. 
Just login, go to the “My account” menu (top right) and 
choose “Household members”.  You will need to provide 
an email address that is different from yours. If this does 
cause a problem (eg for young children) then contact 
me and we can sort it manually instead. 

You can also now enter all members of the household 
for an event together, no need to keep completing 
separate entries each with their own payment (as long 
as everyone’s record has the event entry terms 
accepted).

Caroline Fenton
membership@audax.uk
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CHESTER & NORTH WALES CTC/AUDAX RIDES

THE CLWYD RIDES 
Saturday, 15th October 2022



Cycling Shorts is your platform for news, call-outs, views and 
opinions on anything cycling-related. We’re keen to hear your 
biking tales, old or new. Drop us an email with the details. We’re 
looking for all types of short stories from Audax riders, with a 
picture of yourself too if possible.
Send to: gedlennox@me.com

CYCLINGSHORTS

CS

In 2020, Norwich-based cyclist, Martin 
Philpot found himself stranded in Namibia 
as the Covid-19 pandemic laid waste to his 
African adventure. Martin had planned to 
ride from Cairo to Cape Town, but with just 
1,000 miles to go, the disruption caused by 
the virus saw him marooned in the 
Namibian capital, Windhoek.

At the time, as he waited to board one of 
the last flights out of Africa, he vowed to 
return and complete his epic journey – and 
in June this year he finally made it to Cape 
Town in South Africa.

He takes up the story: “When Covid-19 
struck I reluctantly had to give up my Cairo 
to Cape Town adventure, and reluctantly 
returned to the UK in March 2020. But this 
year I returned to Windhoek to cycle the 
final 1,000 miles to my destination. 

“I had an added challenge – to recover 
from being knocked off my bike near my 
home in Norwich, rupturing my Achilles just 
months before my return to Namibia. That 
meant ten weeks with my leg in a boot – not 
the best preparation for a ride through the 
desert.

“The ride was not without incident, 
either. It included a false start when half-way 
through the first day my left pedal just 
unthreaded and dropped off –a first in my 
many cycling ventures and a rookie error if 
ever there was one.

“I’d obviously not tightened my pedal 
sufficiently when assembling the bike after 
the flight, and it threaded the crank. I tried 
to screw the pedal back on but the thread 
was damaged, so I thumbed a lift back to 
Windhoek from a very helpful doctor who 
picked me up. The journey included a couple 
of stops to see patients on his rounds! 
Luckily the bike shop in Windhoek had a tap 
to rethread the left crank. 

“I found sections of the ride through 
Namibia's deep sand a real challenge and 
re-routed to tarmac roads where possible. 
Camping at well-equipped safari lodges was 
a big plus in comparison to some of the wild 

Martin concludes his  
African odyssey

camping I’d done in some of the countries 
further north.

“Once across the border into South 
Africa, not only did accommodation get 
easier but there was a generous hard 
shoulder to boot!

“Checking my Thorn Nomad on my 
return I noticed how worn my bombproof 
Rigida rims had become, possibly due to 
the Namibian sand. Specialized Cycles in 
Norwich rebuilt the wheels that have 
supported me over many continents.

“So I finally made it to Cape Town on 
June 2, 2022 – the end of a most incredible 
trip. I had a week in Cape Town visiting the 
Cape of Good Hope, various vineyards, 
and Table Mountain, among other sights. 
What an amazing place. “It’s Impossible to 
sum up such a trip. I was humbled by this 
awesome continent – its diverse 
landscapes, natural beauty, wildlife, 
cultures, people, history, and struggles – 
and I’ve only had the briefest of  
glimpses. How privileged am I?”

NICK CROOK
✺			Wheelbuilder			✺

Ex Bike Shop wheel builder  
and Audax Rider

Will build wheels to your specification –  
lightweight, touring and repairs

Using quality double dial gauge wheel jig  
made by P&K Lie of Germany

Call for prices and to discuss your needs
07981 297768 or email:  

nick.crook471@gmail.com 
(based in Milton Keynes)
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As a group of riders neared the finish line of the Devon 
Delight 100 in July this year, 80 year old Geoff Sharp 
was ushered forward to take the front. When the riders 
rounded the final corner Geoff was greeted by a 
cheering crowd of friends and fellow South Devon CTC 
club members, applauding him home – on his 300th 
Audax ride.

Geoff started his Audax career in the 1990s – and 
his first ride was the very same event, the Devon 
Delight. In July this year, Geoff’s cycling pals decided to 
celebrate the milestone, with a post-ride party in 
Newton Abbot, complete with a special cake.

The surprise party wasn’t such a shock to Geoff 
who had guessed, by the way fellow riders were 
sticking with him on the ride, and encouraging him up 
some of the event’s trickier hills, that something was 
being planned.

Geoff said: “As we approached the finish I was 
asked to take the front, and when we reached the end, 
there were people taking photos as I led the riders in. 
I’ve got to thank my fellow club members for making 
sure I got to the finish in time. I’ve also got to thank 
Graham and Kate Brodie and all the helpers for 
organising such a popular event and for arranging the 
party, and to Rob and Lynda Swayne for making the 
special cake.”

Around 170 riders took part in this year’s Devon 
Delight. Geoff said: “There have been a few route 

Pals cheer 80 year old 
Geoff’s 300th Audax

A happy Hampshire ride in memory of Jim

changes in the 30 years since I first rode the event. There 
are new cycle paths, and some roads altered because of 
housing development – but all the hills are still there.

“The general format has remained unchanged – the 
ride out to Exeter after climbing over the Haldon Hills, on 
to Stoke Canon, then the return up the infamous 
Longdown Hill, and going down the Teign Valley road to 
finish back in Newton Abbot.”

Geoff admitted that Longdown Hill was as 
challenging as ever. “I was feeling on top of things,” he 

said. “I didn’t think it would be a problem for me to 
complete my 300th event, but there was that big hill to 
get over.”

A group of fellow club members stayed with Geoff 
to ensure everyone managed to get up Longdown and 
back to the finish, but the octogenarian admitted that 
he’d had to get off and push for a while.

He added: “I haven’t quite finished riding Audaxes 
– I have two more planned for this year,  
but don’t plan to do another 300.”

The hot weather, and Wimbledon on the television, may have contributed to the wonderfully quiet lanes 
experienced by those who took park in the inaugural Jim Woods Memorial Ride on Sunday 10 July this year, 
writes Becci May.

It was the first ever Audax ride for many at Alton Cycling Club, including me, and the first organised by 
the Hampshire club since 2006. Organiser John Heath was motivated by the memory of club member Jim 
Woods who tragically died of a brain tumour in 2020 and who is fondly remembered.

One entrant said on Strada, that it was “a great ride in memory of a great man”. Jim was a keen club 
cyclist, joining ACC in 2010.  Always good company on and off the bike, Jim loved cycle touring, Sunday club 
rides, and all things social.  It was no surprise that he made such a great club Social Secretary. He regarded his 
End-to-End in 2013 as one of his best and most enjoyable cycling accomplishments. 

In September 2018 Jim was diagnosed with a malignant brain tumour. He died in April 2020. He is 
hugely missed by his family and his many friends.  His gentle humour and keen intellect will live on in our 
memories.

The first mile out of Beech Village Hall was uphill, a tough start which definitely kicked the legs into 
action, followed by a rolling ride alongside clear, fast-flowing chalk streams, through beautiful thatched 
cottage villages, to the lovely Leckford Estate in Longstock. 

Cakes, coffee, smiling faces and water top-ups welcomed us while we cooled down under the trees. This 
was the main control point, in among the treasure hunt type ones along the way. The wind direction was 
perfect for cycling back, finishing with one last push up to Medstead with a speedy downhill to Beech, where 
many homemade cakes, rolls and refreshment options awaited us. 

The 100km distance was perfect for such warm weather, and it was a real pleasure sharing this ride with 
60 other friendly cyclists. We are so happy to have raised £773.31 for Brainstrust, the brain tumour charity. 

This was my first Audax and a really positive experience all round. Alton Cycling Club is looking forward 
to organising this as an annual Audax event from now on.

With thanks to John Heath for organising the event; to Jim’s wife, Wendy, and all the Woods family for 
organising the catering; to Mike and Rosie for acting as chief marshal and assistant catering manager 
respectively; to Dick and Kevin for spending all day manning the controls; to Sarah for sorting out the hall and 
staying late to help clean up; to all the excellent bakers for supplying the cakes; to the ACC committee 
for backing the event with a generous donation; and of course, to all who rode the event 

PHOTOS BY COLIN HALSTEAD
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Darrell Whittle – ‘I was 
kept going by a heady mix 
of volunteer enthusiasm, 
personal adrenaline, rider 
gratitude, and 
a variety of 
delicious 
crumbles with 
custard.’

Volunteers…  
the wind beneath our wings

The unsung heroes of London-Edinburgh-London are the 
dozens of tireless volunteers who turn up at the 13 control 
stages to support waves of exhausted riders. The teams not 
only provide hot meals, including vegetarian and vegan 
options, they also organise showers and towels, sort out 
the dormitory beds and give vital mechanical help. In this 
issue we focus on the experience of just two of this year’s 
volunteers – Darrell Whittle and Glyn Marston.

WHEN I RODE London-Edinburgh-
London in 2013, Eskdalemuir in Dumfries 
and Galloway was my favourite control, 
and the high point of my ride. So I opted 
to volunteer for this control for the 2022 
event in August.

What does an LEL controller actually 
do? I can only speak for myself but most of 
the work is in the preparation. It started 
with a control site visit in 2020, to prepare 
for the 2021 event – which was 
subsequently cancelled.

I’d gone up to book volunteer 
accommodation, meet the community 
hub manager and look at the building 
layout. The hub itself is tiny compared to 
most LEL controls and would never 
provide significant sleeping space for LEL 
needs so we decided we’d erect a 
marquee nearby, to sleep 40 riders.

Then Covid-19 struck, and 2021 was 
cancelled. When planning resumed for 
2022 the space for the marquee was no 
longer available. We’d paid for the 
marquee, so relocated it to Innerleithen.

The next task was all-important – 
sorting out the LEL menu. Choices were 
discussed, prices agreed and hands were 
shaken. 

From early 2022 most of my work 
involved communicating with volunteers. I 
knew two quite well – my wife Sue and 
daughter Olivia. The others were complete 
unknowns to me. Numbers fluctuated 
over the months as some dropped out and 
others signed up.

Some never replied, and a smaller 
number just had unrealistic expectations 
of the accommodation we could provide 
or the role of an LEL volunteer. The 
majority though were pretty level-headed, 
and confirmed they would be coming. 

On Sunday, day one, we laid out 
signage and safety barriers. On day two 

we had a briefing and a demonstration of 
how to register riders, allocated volunteers 
to teams, set up the water station and bike 
repair area, and had the ceremonial 
donning of LEL volunteer T-shirts and ID 
badges.

I decided to use a two-shift rota so 
everyone got to work a night shift from 
2am. I knew some of the volunteers were 
experienced Audax riders and earmarked 
two as shift leaders. Two others had 
extensive cycle mechanic skills plus kit and 
took charge of that area, while another 
had a combination of cycle repair skills, a 
powerful motorbike, and an effusive 
personality.

Mark Hummerstone, the legend who is 
known simply as Hummers, was our 
roving, two-wheeled, motorised mechanic, 
riding up and down the route several 
times, mainly at night, on the lookout for 
riders in need of his tender embrace and 
assorted wine gums. I encouraged 
everyone to swap roles throughout their 
shifts, to stop boredom and limit time 
spent outside.

On day three my role was to let the 
teams get on with it, provide final 
decisions if required, and jump into areas 
that were short staffed. I am a nurse in an 
Emergency Department in real life, so I 
designated myself the site medic. 

I brought quite an extensive kit with 
me including suture material, splints, large 
dressings and bandages as well as a 
variety of painkillers. Fortunately, little of 
this was required as the main call was for 
blister dressings, chamois cream and sun 
lotion. 

The rider bulge came our way late on 
day three. It quickly became apparent 
many riders were intent on sleeping, even 
though we informed them there were no 
available beds. When does not having a 
bed stop a tired Audaxer? The floor near 

London-Edinburgh-London (LEL) 
took place in August this year, the 
decision having been to cancel the 
2021 event, due to the effects of 
the Covid-19 pandemic. More 
than 1,900 riders from across the 
world set off on August 7, in 
unprecedented heat.

The 1500km unsupported ride, 
to be completed in just 125 hours, 
is considered one of the toughest 
in the European long-distance 
cycling calendar.

Look out for rider reports on 
the event in the next edition of 
Arrivée.
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Droning… Darrell in 
action with his high-flyer



  

reception and around the dining room 
began to fill with sleeping bodies.

The number of sleeping riders kept 
creeping up as arrivals trickled on into the 
early hours of day four. Getting between 
bodies was becoming problematic so I 
decided to deploy my secret weapon – the 
rider recovery room. This was supposed to 
be for discretionary use for riders we 
thought were totally unsafe to carry on, or 
for those abandoning due to fatigue or 
injury.

As most riders were just in need of a 
little doze before an easy 60k to Brampton, 
there wasn’t really any need to keep this 
facility in reserve any longer. So a lucky few 
riders were invited to make use of actual 
air beds with blankets. 

During the rider bulge I slept on site, to 
be available at short notice. To be honest I 
managed a total of five hours broken sleep 
from Tuesday afternoon to Wednesday 
evening but was kept going with a heady 
mix of volunteer enthusiasm, personal 
adrenaline, rider gratitude, plus a variety of 
delicious crumbles with custard from the 
hub kitchen.

On Wednesday evening after our 
official control close time and packing up 
was done, the awesome LEL and hub 
volunteers had a bit of a celebration party. 
My fatigue caught up with me at this 
point, which may or may not have been 
helped by sharing a whisky or two with 
Hummers and others. I think I even made a 
speech. I don’t remember too much about 
it.

So, would I be a controller again? 
Absolutely I would. I had a magnificent 
time, made all the easier by working with 
an interesting collection of people, all of 
whom freely gave their time and 
enthusiasm to assist riders and provide 
catering. 

Volunteering at LEL is obviously a 
totally different experience to riding LEL 
but it’s just as enjoyable in my opinion and 
you can do it whatever your cycling ability. 
I’m going to make my decision to 
volunteer again nearer the time as my 
ambition is to ride LEL 2025. I do get a 
guaranteed place after all. Volunteer 
recruitment starts in 2024. Maybe I will see 
you at a control?

9www.audax.uk

Mechaniacs… volunteers 
man the maintenance tent

Retreat… Sunrise over 
Samye Ling at Eskdalemuir

Move along…  It’s like 
herding ducks

One is company…   
Kev Denby on the road



  

Glyn Marston – ‘We found 
ourselves working alongside 
folks from different parts of 
the world, many of whom are 
now friends.’

A RECURRING KNEE problem scuppered 
my plans to ride LEL in 2022. So realising I 
wasn’t fit enough for the event I decided 
to volunteer instead. I had some previous 
experience, having stayed on to help at 
Alston after I’d quit the 2017 LEL. 

By volunteering in 2022 I thought I’d 
still be part of the event. My wife Angie 
had volunteered in 2017 and had enjoyed 
the experience so much that she signed 
up to volunteer for this year too. 

My wife and I were both looking 
forward to reaching Barnard Castle school 
and meeting up with Peter Davis and the 
rest of the team. After setting up our 
station and ensuring everything was in 
place to welcome the riders, we waited for 
the first ones to turn up, watching their 
progress on the online live tracking. This 
gave us estimated times of arrival for riders 
and helped us to successfully greet each 
rider.

A steady trickle of competitors in the 
first few hours soon became huge waves 
as riders began to arrive at the same time.

The team of volunteers was able to deal 
with the duties allocated to them despite 
the added pressure at times. I was proud to 
be an important part of making the event a 
more enjoyable one for the riders. Almost 
every one of them went out of their way to 
express their gratitude to us helpers and 
acknowledged the fact that the event is 
only possible thanks to all volunteers.

By the end of the first day my 
disappointment at not competing had 
been replaced with the sense of satisfaction 

for being part of the team of volunteers 
along the route. I actually felt emotional at 
times as riders gave me a hug and thanked 
me before they continued on their 
journeys.

The days that followed were to see me 
take on duties I’d never performed before, 
and I enjoyed every one of them. I 
discovered a new me, and found skills I 
never thought I had. Volunteering on the 
LEL set me on a journey of self-discovery 
as my communication skills improved – as 
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did my ability to help with food 
preparation. I was even putting riders to 
bed – though I drew the line at tucking 
them in – and making sure they woke up 
on time. It was more than just a job; I felt it 
was a vital part of keeping riders on their 
planned schedule, and helping them leave 
my control in good spirits.

My usually shy wife had been nervous 
about being at Barnard Castle as it was a 
bigger control that Alston, where she’d 
volunteered in 2017, but her confidence 
grew as time went by, and she became a 
different woman, throwing herself into her 
duties and greeting tired riders with 
enthusiasm.

We found ourselves working alongside 
folks from different parts of the world, 
many of whom are now friends, another 
great benefit of volunteering on the LEL. I 
can’t count the number of riders’ selfies I’m 
in. By the end I was on a real high, which 
will probably last for a long, long time, 
thanks to my experience as a volunteer on 
the LEL.

I’m hopeful of being fit enough to ride 
LEL 2025, but regardless of my 
performance in that event, I will pledge my 
support as a volunteer for as long as I will 
be needed. Needless to say, I would 
recommend anyone to step up as a 
volunteer for the LEL it’s hard work at 
times but enjoyable throughout.

11www.audax.uk
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ORGANISING AN AUDAX event from 
scratch is a lot easier when people step in 
to help. Trying to arrange three on the 
same day is an impossible task – without 
the support of a real community. But that’s 
the very essence of Audax.

When I decided to run a series of 
events called the Tour de Ricky last May, I 
was reminded of the joy of the collective.

My aim was to showcase the amazing 
roads we have around west Hertfordshire, 
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire. But I 
also wanted to show people that you can 
have a great day on the bike without 
goodie bags, timing chips, gold standard 
times and a big outlay. I rode my first 
Audax 20 years ago and I hoped other 
people would get the simple cycling bug 
too.

The Tour de Ricky has been brewing for 
some time. Its origins lie in a small annual 
canal jamboree in Rickmansworth which 
used to coincide with steam trains on the 
Metropolitan Line. I thought it might be 
fun to add cycling to this festival of 
transport. The idea had been knocking 
around so long that the steam days have 
stopped and the canal festival is now one 
of the biggest in the UK.

Although I’ve organised a 400km event 
I’d never planned one from scratch; the 
route for London-Wales-London had been 
handed down to me and only ever needed 
an occasional tweak to accommodate new 
mini roundabouts. Planning new 50, 100 
and 200km routes taught me how difficult 
the process can be and gave me new-
found respect for the likes of Mark Rigby 
who seems to cook them up effortlessly.

I had a pretty good idea of where I 
needed to go, but other veterans made 
incredibly useful suggestions. Aylesbury’s 
Jocelyn Chappell pointed out some great 
roads around Milton Keynes, others 
showed me cut-throughs near Brill while I 
shamelessly cribbed sections from routes 

I’d ridden in the past.
Although I knew the routes reasonably 

well, I discovered that getting the distance 
right is a real struggle. Audax UK approve 
routes based on the minimum distance 
between the controls and while you think 
no-one in their right mind would ride up 
that A-road or nip over that dodgy lane of 
death, if it can be ridden then that’s the 
distance AUK go by.

The result for me was a long succession 
of emails to Pat Hurt, my regional guvnor, 
while he explained in even tones that I still 
needed to juggle controls to make the 
distance work on the GPX planner app 
that was his chosen form of torture for me. 
I fiddled with info controls, added in spurs 
and tweaks. I went out and rode sections 
time and again to get it right.

The problem lies in getting a nice 

advisory route that isn’t stupidly over 
distance, while ensuring that the 
minimum distance between controls 
(including A-roads, the possibility of 
life-changing injury and tedium) actually is 
the required length. And when you’ve 
satisfied the “Minimum Insanity Distance” 
you could be left with gratuitous hills, 
multiple infos and a detour on the ring 
road of Mordor. 

If you want to develop a route that 
people would actually enjoy, then you’re in 
for a fair bit of fiddling around. Chuck in 
HS2 and the new East-West Rail and life 
starts to get interesting.

And this is one of the moments where 
the community came to my aid. David 
Morrison, who will be well known to West 
London riders, rounded up a gang of 
guinea pigs to blast around my initial 

When Liam FitzPatrick decided to organise three 
Audax events on the same day, he realised the true 
value of the cycling community. Without the help 
and support of friends, family, neighbours, colleagues 
– and complete strangers, the Tour de Ricky series 
would never have got off the ground. Here’s Liam’s 
tale of a real cycling get-together…

Getting by with a little  help from my friends
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route and uncover some of the flaws. Plus, 
David’s testers were mostly new to Audax 
– watching their reactions and experiences 
challenged some of my assumptions 
about the siting of food stops and the 
phrasing of instructions.

I was also very lucky with the start and 
finish for the event. The Soil Association 
has taken over a farm in Rickmansworth, 
managed by a keen cyclist. She and her 
team went out of their way to get us to use 
the farm as a base. The tea shop opened 
early, and the brewery tap room stayed 
open late.

Promoting the event proved to be a 
community effort as well.

Our local British Cycling Breeze group 
started rounding up riders for the 50km 
and 100km events. Local cycling clubs 
with no history of Audax were quick to 
spread the word, as was the network of 
informal cycling groups which are 
common in this area. Entries came in from 
several local Tri clubs, a couple of clubs 
that are popular with the local Asian 
community and we got talked about in 
assorted local Facebook groups and even 
mentioned in the London Cycling 

Campaign Magazine.
It seemed that the entire population of 

a small village at the northern extremity of 
the 200 route had also entered. They 
proved invaluable in advising on road 
closures and detours closer to the event.

What seemed to get people’s attention 
was the message that Audax is about 
community. Our pitch was that Audax is 
cycling at its simplest; that it’s about 
distance at a sensible pace with good 
company. We went big on saying that it’s 
about not making every niggle into a 
disaster – it’s about enjoying the ride.

Getting by with a little  help from my friends
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We had to close entries within a few 
weeks; and easily two thirds of my entrants 
were not AUK members. There’s a market 
out there for no-nonsense cycling in good 
company!

Initially I was worried by some of the 
questions I was getting back; people 
asking about signage and marshals. They 
were asking where their support van could 
follow them (on a 200km ride? Really?), 
and how I would pick them up if they got 
into trouble. However, people got the 
message that the piddly entry fee just 
bought you membership of a gang of 
friendly people.

A few weeks before the event I got an 
email out of the blue from the local police. 
They wanted to know if I had all the 
requisite permits and licences and that I 
had a safety plan in place. This was totally 
unexpected and to be honest, got me a bit 
rattled.

Yet when I met them over a bit of cake 
down on the farm, I was treated to yet 
another example of people just wanting to 
help. They were slightly worried about 
security and the safe exit of riders from the 
farm and so they promised to send down 
an officer for the early start to see things 
went smoothly. After two Covid years of 
not being able to mingle they seemed 
grateful of the chance to be involved in a 
community activity. 

As the day of the event drew near, I 
started to fret about help on the day. I 
knew I could rope in some of my Willesden 
Club mates like Paul Stewart and Ian Oliver 
but help started to emerge from all over 
the place. A couple of people who couldn’t 
get a place said they’d come along and run 
the car park. One entrant with Long Covid 
called to say he’d help marshal rather than 
ride himself and several other people 
turned up to help.

Word also got around that the phrase 
“do you need help?” can miraculously 
open up a place on an over-subscribed 
event. Dave Morrison’s gang also rocked 
up in force and made themselves useful 
again before riding the event.

Help also came in the form of the local 
bike hub who arrived on their day off to 
offer maintenance help and publicise their 
existence. An old neighbour, who I’d not 
seen for ages, came down to help with 
registrations. Plus, as most organisers will 
attest, having a willing family on hand is a 
massive benefit.

And the local police appeared 
mob-handed. I was grateful for their help 
stopping traffic at the start and for 
generally getting into the spirit of things 
as well as demonstrating that at 8am on a 
Saturday morning there’s not a lot of crime 
in Rickmansworth!

Help also came in the form of a church 

on the route of the 50km event whose 
members were delighted to unlock a 
secret gate through their graveyard, 
thereby missing out a nasty section of dual 
carriageway and an unpleasant bit of 
climbing. They’ve promised to do tea next 
year. I ended up with enough controllers 
to cope with 250 riders spread over the 
three events. And then it all turned into 
lovely day.

As riders returned they sat and chatted 
and told me their stories. There were the 
people who never dreamed they could 
ride a bike yet alone do 50km. There was 
the woman with cancer who blasted 
around the 200km for the hell of it. There 
were the inevitable people with 
disintegrating bikes that kept being 



Liam reports: “The Tour de Ricky attracted 213 riders with 185 finishers across the three events. 
It was a great mix – from full carbon strava jockeys to BC Breeze riders, a youngster of 10 and 
plenty of older folks my age… Thanks for the many excellent images from Sue Lacey that really 
caught the flavour of the day.”

15www.audax.uk

patched up by other riders and there were 
the club mates who missed every control 
but still had a blast.

There were also the people who knew 
the area but were delighted to have 
connected up bits of countryside they’d 
not connected before. Some people were 
excited to have cycled past Silverstone (“I 
never knew it was so close.”); others cursed 
me for sticking that hill in near the end! 
And the tea shop sold lots of cake and the 
brewery sold lots of beer. And I sold a fair 
few special event caps (thanks to Miltag!).

We made a surplus on the day which 
we divvied up between the Willesden, the 
Farm, the local Cycle Hub and a nearby 
wildlife rescue charity. AUK did OK out of 
all the temp memberships and I hope a 
few signed up for more. Best of all, we 
made lots of stories for people to tell 
about how you can have a fun day out on 
a bike with a bunch of strangers without 
spending a fortune.

I was reminded that over 20 years I’ve 
been part of a community of people who 
like riding bikes. I’ve built friendships out 
of snatched, half conversations, broken 
and resumed over multiple rides, I’ve met 
amazing characters and heard astonishing 
stories. I’ve had my broken spokes fixed by 
the roadside by another rider who was 
almost out of time himself. 

And I’ve shared so much. I hold in 
common the tales of the chap who always 
gets horribly lost, the sleeps in bus shelters 
and the discovery that Ginsters cheese and 
onion pasties are not “delicious cold” – 
even if they are the only thing on offer at 
4am in a petrol station. Being part of a 
community with its oddities, tolerances 
and funny little habits continues to make 
me very happy.

And all because lots of people, out of 
the kindness of their hearts,  
made our Audax happen.
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ON THE EVENING before the LEJOG 
1400, a bag-drop and meal was organised. 
After a quick selfie at the Land’s End sign I 
went to Sennen church hall and sat 
outside, enjoying the last rays of the sun.

By coincidence, Sennen was also the 
name of a man I’d met the previous day at 
a Spar shop. He was 55, born in France. He 
looked at my bike and wanted to know 
more about it – an English frame, Italian 
components, French rims, Swiss spokes 
and German tyres. We talked about Brexit, 
and after an hour exchanged cordialities 
and went our ways.

Right on time Andy Corless opened up 
the hall. He’d lost a van – there’d be no 
food that evening. Faces are good at 
telling stories. Andy had one of those 
faces. I collected my brevet card and 
headed back to Penzance for a kebab and 
a good night’s sleep.

Off we went, and I was already at the 
back. I worked a little to keep up, but they 
were too quick. I reckoned that 1400km is 
a long way – better take the first 100km 
easy. 

Soon we were into the lanes. There 
were other cyclists, walkers, runners – so 
lovely to ride. I began to absorb the 
moment; the scenery, bird song, sea, 
sunshine. Oh life is so wonderful. This 

Audax will be a joy, I thought.
At the first village shop I bought an 

energy drink and water. I told the assistant: 
“Keep the change. I don’t want to carry it!” 
If I could proceed in this way, it would be a 
dream of a ride. I was so happy to have 
entered. 

Up down, up down, and I started to 
reach the first of four summits. A local rider 
caught up with me, and talked about the 
old bike I was riding. I explained that I 
didn’t understand newer machines, 
freehubs, and aero rims. I ride only what I 
know. He made a compelling argument, 
though, and I looked at his ride. I honestly 
couldn’t say what it was. 

By now I was feeling the need to walk 

some of the rises. They were a little steep 
in places, and with only 12 gears my 
bottom is 42-32. Finally I made it to Four 
Lanes, took a sharp right and found the 
wind was directly on my back.

The sky was huge. To my left, in the 
distance, were the lilac fields of Phacelia, 
and behind them, bright white mine 
workings. The grass was cropped short, 

In the depths of a cold, damp, Exmoor night, 50 year old 
Simon Lee’s End-to-End attempt… ended. He’d not eaten 
properly, and was losing time on the punishing hills. So, 
instead of heading home, he hired a car and drove to 
Scotland – to help cook mountains of fried rice for other 
competitors in AUK’s inaugural LEJOG 1400 in July this 
year. This is his report of personal disappointment which 
turned into an uplifting experience as a helper…

Defeated  
by hills,  
redeemed  
by mountains 
of fried rice

Simon somewhere in darkest Devon
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LeJog 2022
The inaugural LEJOG 1400, run in the heat of July this year, is 
the first officially AUK-sanctioned End-to-End randonnee. 
Participants had a maximum of 116 hours, 40 minutes to 
complete the route. A total of 67 riders set off from Land’s End 
at 9am on 3 July. Fifty riders officially finished. The average age 
of the finishers was 52. The next edition has been provisionally 
set for 28 July, 2024. Event organiser, Andy Corless, says it is 
likely the 2024 route will take a more central route through 
Scotland, to include a run over the Forth Road Bridge.

Harvey Cramp

Helen Maguire, Dai Harris, and Tim Sollesse

 Optimistic… Simon at the start 
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with heather and boulders strewn by an 
uncopiable artist. No photo, no poem, no 
way to convey nature’s beauty.

I doubted my brakes on the sweeping 
descents, slowing down. I stopped for a 
chat with a local who told me he’d fallen 
out of the big tree, which he gestured 
towards – and had had a stroke. I told him 
not to climb trees and he agreed. 

At the first control I handed in my card 
for a stamp, and told her I was the last. 
That’s what the last one said, ten minutes 
ago, she replied. 

Then it was on to the hills and lanes, 
the A30 sunlight dancing on the road, 
filtered through trees older than me, 
narrow lanes, hillier lanes, memories of the 
Hard Boiled 300. But time was ticking. I 
was walking too much.

Finally Exmoor. Night had fallen fast 
– too fast for me to prepare. There were 
sheep, ponies, cows, and toads. The air was 
cold and damp under a thin crescent 
moon. I’m still walking, and it’s still three 
hours before the next control closes. 

I was too cold, too slow, and doing too 
much walking. My left cleat was now warn 
and I couldn’t engage it. In Morton 
Hampstead the Co-op was closed. I was 
25minutes over time, and as the pubs 
turned out, I found a bivi in the high street. 
It was a quixotic adventure. Giving up was 
too easy. I decided that I’d help Andy 
Corless.

The next morning I rented a car and 
drove to Gretna Green to sleep. Others will 
have the experience of this ride – and I 
could live it through them. On Exmoor I 
craved to eat a takeaway meal of fried rice. 
So I drove into Glasgow to get my gear 
laundered – and buy the necessary 

ingredients for fried rice.
At Clarkson I met Andy Corless and 

Mick Stanford. Mick had made it as far as 
Exeter – and was now a helper like me. The 
show would soon start, a theatre of 50 
players, an audience so privileged. The first 
arrived. What story was etched upon him? 
He was a strong one, but the match was 
fair. Spaghetti was quickly served, eaten, 
and reordered.

More riders arrived, and I interrogated 
them – pasta or rice? Their faces had seen 
some battles. One was KO’d. It was a tough 
route. I told myself – don’t ever get like 
that. Stories of rain, poor road surfaces, 
hills, more hills, wind and rain, over and 
over again.

The portions needed to be bigger. The 
fried rice was stacked high enough to earn 
its own AAA points. I checked the 
spaghetti was 1,000 calories. Plates were 
returned clean. As the night deepened 
more riders came – zombies now, 
incoherent, in a dream. We continued to 
dish out the food. 

We took turns to sleep. I went off to the 
supermarket to get more brown bread, 
pot noodles, soya milk and eggs. Later on, 
heading for a new control, I chose to avoid 
following the same route as the riders, 
taking the A9 instead. The scenery was 
dulled by the cocoon of the car, the 
landscape beautiful, with storms coming 
and going. Raindrops don’t have the same 
impact when they hit a windshield.

Rider Andy Gregg was waiting at the 
Kirkhill control. Another helper, Matt 
Gilliver joined me. His dad, Brian, was 
riding. It was a long wait before the next 
riders arrived. They were battling Glencoe, 
cross-winds, storms, and the A82. The faces 

Michael Stanford

Clarkson control
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LEJOG FRIED RICE
The restorative benefit of vegan fried rice 
has prompted Simon Lee to present his 
own recipe for anyone who needs to feed 
dozens of hungry cyclists in a hurry. 

Ingredients – for 25 servings
◗ 1600ml bottle ABC kecup manis  

(sweet sauce) – Chinese store
◗ 1600ml bottle soy sauce –  

Chinese store/supermarket
◗ 3 bags Echalion shallots.
◗ 5 bunches spring onions.
◗ 2 garlic bulbs.
◗ 5kg sack of Thai jasmine rice –  

Chinese store
◗ Vegetable Oxo cubes  

(box of 12 should be enough)
◗ Olive oil, around 100ml needed  

for 25 servings.

Preparation
The rice needs to be properly cooked, 
cooled, and preferably refrigerated. In the 
refrigerator, rice can be kept for 24hours 
without issue.

The rice must be a Thai fragrant rice 
(Jasmine rice), it’s not sold in supermarkets 
so you’ll need to head to your local 
Chinese food store. Bags of 5kg, 10kg or 
even 20kg are normally available. While 
you’re there, pick up some ABC brand 
kecup manis as well as soya sauce.

now had fear etched upon them. The A82 
club. Through the night, and long into the 
morning they came.

But how a little sleep changes 
everything. From fear on arrival, to 
jubilation at departure. A single control at 
John O’Groats awaited. Now it was my turn 
to experience the light and the shade. The 
sin of envy came to eat me as last riders set 
off. If only I’d pushed on, eaten properly, 
not faffed around, or walked up those 
Exmoor hills, I could be riding along the A9 
by now.

“Helping”, “Volunteering”, are not 
adequate terms. I felt a collective 
achievement. If I lifted one rider just a little, 
just to push on, it was something I could 
take. Yet I didn’t want to go to end to see 
the finish – no, this was something I’d save. 
When I hear LEJOG was to be an Audax 
event, it had reawakened me. Now I just 
need to complete it. LEJOG 1400  
2024, see you at the start. 

Method
◗ Wash the rice three times with cold 

water in the cooking vessel. Then 
add enough water to cover the 
rice.

◗ Simmer the rice until it no longer 
crunchy. At this stage the rice will 
have absorbed all the water in the 
pot.

◗ Let the rice cool. After cooling it 
can be transferred to a more 
convenient container, store in the 
fridge if possible.

◗ In a large frying pan, with a little 
olive oil, add a sliced echalion 
shallot and a small, finely chopped 
garlic clove. Once golden brown 
add a cup of cold water and half a 
vegetable Oxo cube. Stir the cube 
until it has fully dissolved.

◗ Add the cold white rice and mix 
well.

◗ Then add equal qualities of soya 
sauce and kecup manis. Stir 
through.

◗ Clean and slice into 1/4inch length 
three spring onions, and mix these 
into the rice.

◗ Let the fried rice cook until it loses 
the “stodgy” texture and begins to 
brown in places. Serve with 
cucumber and/or cherry tomato 
slices to balance the dish.

Piles of smiles… Simon serves up plates of his colorful vegan calorific creation 
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Dave Harmer reacted to a brush with death – 
a lethal combination of Covid-19 and leukaemia

– by pushing himself through a series of five
arduous cycling challenges to raise money for the

charity which saved his life last year –
including a 400km ride on a Brompton. The 57

year old from Weston-super-Mare is modest
about his achievements, saying: “There are many

astonishing individuals seemingly made of
steel, who’d be crossing continents after tougher

experiences than mine.”  We’ll let our readers
judge. Here’s the inspirational story of a vigorous

response to a life-changing event…



Dave and Wayne roll across  
the Somerset levels
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LAST YEAR WAS TRICKY – tricky 
enough for me to have no 
expectation of ever seeing 2022, but 
blow me down, much to my own 
surprise, I’m still here – thanks to the 
Antony Nolan charity which played 
such a big part in saving my life.

In celebration of life, following a 
nasty run in with leukaemia, and to 
raise a bit of cash for the charity, my 
riding buddy Wayne Lloyd and I rode 
a series of five long-distance 
challenges in 2022. This was just one 
of them.

Back in May we rode Ian 
Hennessey’s 400km Exeter to 
London “Back to The Smoke” – on a 
couple of Bromptons. It was the fifth 
in the series, leading up to Andy 
Corless’ LEJOG Audax in July. 

When I was putting the 
challenge series together, I knew it 
had to include a big ride on my 
Brompton, which I’d bought with a 

view to doing some fun stuff just 
before the pandemic hit. The Exeter 
to London event caught my eye 
because it starts and finishes at a city 
centre railway station. It’s just the 
sort of trip Bromptons do in luggage 
racks every day of the year, so I 
thought it might be interesting to 
skip the train and try to ride the 
inter-city journey instead.

Rolling out of Exeter St David’s at 
midday on Saturday, riders had until 
3pm Sunday to get to Marylebone 
station in London. The four control 
points – Wells, Durrington, Stow-on-
the-Wold and Buckingham – 
stretched the ride to over 400km. 

I was far from sure the ride was 
even possible on a Brommie, let 
alone within the event’s time limit. A 
forecast of northerly winds instead 
of the prevailing south westerly 
which I’d hoped would assist us to 
Buckingham, did little to improve 

Celebrating 
life on 

a Brommie

www.audax.uk
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confidence. But as we set off on tyres 
pumped hard for speed, we made cracking 
progress, passing through the beautiful 
city of Wells, over the Mendips and on to 
the second control point of Durrington in 
Wiltshire. 

At Durrington we joined other riders 
descending on the meal deal section of 
the local Tesco Express. I like to think we 
saved at least a few sandwiches from land 
fill that evening! Then, suitably refreshed 
and with just over 160km on the clock, we 
headed north, into the wind and into the 
night. 

I could immediately feel the wind 
pushing against the big Brompton bag on 
the front, but as the temperature dropped, 
so thankfully did the wind. Around 
midnight we encountered some riders 
we’d been cycling with on and off since 
Exeter, sitting on a patch of grass, having a 
little rest and enjoying a midnight picnic. 

We stopped for a while to chat and 
blag some Jaffa Cakes. At the third control, 
Stow-on-the-Wold, the plan was to refuel 
and top up bottles at the 24-hour fuel 
station. But when we got there around 
three in the morning, the garage was 

closed – with an apologetic note in the 
window. 

There were five of us there in the same 
predicament, but some pooling of the 
collective resource allowed all to continue. 
Riding through the night is always the 
most challenging part of this kind of ride. 
Away from the street lights, in the inky 
blackness of those long countryside 
sections, I’ll admit to some anxiety about 
losing my front wheel down some 
seen-too-late pot hole but those little 16 
inch wheels coped with everything that 
came their way. 

At 5am on the way to Buckingham the 
sun made a welcome return, painting the 
sky red and lifting our spirits. As it climbed 
the sky our circadian rhythms started to do 
their stuff, boosting energy and 
wakefulness. 

After the Buckingham control, and 
another meal deal, we were on the home 
stretch with around 90km to go. A road 
closure threatened to push us miles off 
course at one point, but seeing our tired 
faces, the workmen allowed us to clamber 
up the bank and around the trench across 
the carriageway. 

Soon we were passing through places I 
knew were close to London – Hemel 
Hempstead, Kings Langley, and finally 
under the M25 into what I think of as 
proper London. With the capital came 
traffic and traffic lights, which definitely 
slowed our progress. But we kept moving 
forward, finally arriving outside 
Marylebone station at 12.01pm – three 
hours inside the time limit. We celebrated 
with a slap-up lunch by the waterside in 
Camden Town, and then went to watch the 
Ride London pro-Ladies Race.

All-in-all it was a fantastic weekend. The 
heroes of the ride were undoubtedly the 
bikes themselves – performing as distance 
machines better than anyone has a right to 
expect, and exceeding expectations in so 
many ways. 

But running them a close second was 
Wayne. I’ve done a few test rides on my 
6-speed reduced gearing bike (including a 
200km ride a few weeks before) and I’ve 
made a few mods based on that 
experience. But Wayne had never even sat 
on a Brompton before picking up his 
3-speed hire bike at the station. 

He unfolded it, spent a few minutes 
attaching various bits and pieces for the 
journey, then simply got on and rode it 
– for 400 kilometres! I don’t know anyone 
else who could have done that. When he 
booked that little bike back into the hire 
cabinet at Paddington Station, I could  
tell a bit of him was missing it already.

The magnificent Wells Cathedral

Dave at the finnish, 
Marylebone Station
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In early November 2020 Dave Harmer, 
who rides with Weston Wheelers, began 
to feel unwell. “I started to cough, and 
tested positive for everyone’s favourite 
virus,” he says. He was relieved, because it 
seemed to explain an illness that felt very 
different from anything he’d experienced 
before. But he didn’t get better.

In December he was rushed to A&E, 
and two hours later found himself in the 
Bristol Haematology and Oncology 
Centre with acute myeloid leukaemia. He 
spent Christmas and New Year alone in 
hospital – Covid restrictions meant no 
visitors.

“A month and a half with just your 
own thoughts for company is a tough 
gig, I can tell you,” he says. It was thanks 
to the Antony Nolan charity that a bone 
marrow donor was found, which 
effectively saved Dave’s life.

As he gradually recovered he was 
determined to give something back – 
and arranged a series of cycle challenges 
to raise money for the Antony Nolan 
charity. He set himself a target of raising 
£1,000, but has already exceeded that 
amount. By August this year Dave had 
raised £1,750.

In February he completed the Wells, 
Mells & Broader 200km, then in March he 

tackled the Bill’s Eastern Connection 
300km. In April he finished the Brevet 
Cymru 400km, followed in May by 
Benjamin Allen’s Summer Outing 
600km.

Later in May he completed the Exeter 
to London Back to the Smoke 400km 
– on his Brompton bike (see main story). 
Finally he did LEJOG in July – 1,400km.

He has further ambitions, one of 
which is to ride a 200km Audax on a 
fixed gear bike, a 10 mile time trial and a 
cyclocross race.

He says: “My body knows something 
really bad has happened to it, and it’s 
reeling from the insults of Covid-19, 
heavy chemotherapy, and endless 
medications. The impact of all this on my 
cycling is that there are a number of 
issues which now need managing, not 
least is that my body no longer knows its 
limits. Left to its own devices it will 
happily pedal itself into difficulties from 
which it can’t recover. It needs to be 
watched like a hawk, with coping 
strategies deployed from the moment a 
sign is spotted.”

If you’d like to learn more about 
Dave’s challenges, visit his Just Giving 
page here: https://www.justgiving.com/
fundraising/David-Harmer-2022

DAVE’S MOTIVATION

Wayne, coming to terms with the 
quirky Brompton on the road to Wells

Exeter St David's. Ready 
for the midday start
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THE TRAFALGAR WAY is a 500km Audax 
ride from Falmouth to the heart of London, 
celebrating the journey of Lieutenant John 
Richards Lapenotière who, in 1805, landed 
in Falmouth and began a desperate sprint 
to bring news of the Royal Navy’s victory at 
the Battle of Trafalgar to Admiralty House in 
London.

The Trafalgar Way is a 500km event 
which starts at the same spot in Falmouth 
harbour where the officer landed. From 
here the route wriggles diagonally across 
the south coast, up to Truro, over to 
Dartmoor, then Exeter, Axminster, Bridport 
and along the Jurassic Coast up to 
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Falmouth Harbourside start point at 6am

In the summer of 2021 Hackney-
based rider William Smith 

joined a band of long-distance 
cyclists retracing the frantic 19th 
century horse and carriage dash 
across southern England when a 
British naval officer galloped to 
bring the Admiralty news of the 

victory at Trafalgar and Lord 
Nelson’s death. No horses this 

time – just a lot of pedalling. This 
is William’s account of an  

historic ride…
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Salisbury, finally finishing in Whitehall, via 
Parliament Square.

Needless to say, there are a lot of hills in 
the first half of the ride. The combined 
ascent is categorised as a gold five-pointer 
on the Audax Altitude Awards (AAA) scale. 
The time allowed is 33 hours and 20 
minutes – starting at 6am on Saturday and 
finishing by 3.20pm on Sunday.

I’d signed up for the ride in early 2020, 
but the event was postponed – like 
everything else – until 2021, thanks to the 
pandemic. So I’d been looking forward to 
this one for a while. I liked the idea that the 
event started in Falmouth. It meant I could 

ride down early and hang out there for a 
day or two pre-ride. It also meant that, at 
the finish, I wouldn’t have far to ride home 
to Hackney. 

I made my way to the harbour where I 
signed on with organisers and exchanged 
early morning small talk with a couple of 
other riders while I slowly woke up 
properly. The sunrise was promising. I 
caught a glimpse of it through my hotel 
window. By the time I got down to the 
harbour the sun was up and the fresh 
coastal air was warming.

Though I was looking forward to being 
out on the road and getting stuck in to the 

hills, I’d eaten a huge bowl of porridge and 
a tin of rice pudding, so needed to allow 
time to let it all settle properly before I 
extended any uphill effort. So I was in no 
real rush to get going.

More riders arrived, and there was the 
standard last-minute faff and panic, 
coupled with the usual mix of nerves in the 
air. We took a quick group photo and 
casually rode off just after 6am to begin 
what would be an epic journey back to 
London. I was excited to be riding on quiet, 
peaceful and empty country roads. The 
Cornish lanes were mostly under tree cover, 
out of the sun, keeping us cool as we 
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❝ The Cornish lanes were 
mostly under tree cover, out 
of the sun, keeping us cool as 
we climbed, which helped as 
the ascents were relentless 
from the off ❞
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climbed, which helped as the ascents were 
relentless from the off.

We moved north to Truro, slowly 
spreading out on the road, over the 
cobbled town streets at 7am and soon 
rolled out the other side on to further 
winding country lanes. I knew there was 
plenty of climbing to come – down here 
the hills are short and steep. I didn’t want 
to raise my heart rate unnecessarily or 
expend more energy than required, so, 
despite feeling fresh, for every uphill 
section I went straight into first gear and 
span all the way up, conscious of the task 
at hand. 

The temperature rose quickly, and in 
the patches of roadside shade were large 
swarms of mozzies that stuck to my now 
moist skin on my arms and face. The first 
hour or two I enjoyed chatting with other 
riders. The climbs, so far, had been gradual 
and not too steep, so we were able to chat 
and ride at the same time.

The morning flew by and the first 
control at Lewdown soon came along at 
the 117km mark at 11.30am. I had a bite to 
eat and kept moving, conscious of the 
need to keep going while my legs were 
feeling fresh. So far, so good, and it was 
reassuring to get one stamp on my brevet 
card. 

Heading east towards Exeter, we 
skirted the northern edge of Dartmoor 
National Park where the wind picked up 
on the more exposed places. But the sun 
was now at its hottest now so I couldn’t 
help having a wide grin on my face, 
enjoying being in my own world, turning 
the pedals.

Coming into Exeter the roads opened 
up, the red lights more frequent and the 
traffic increased. At 3pm, on the way out of 
the city, I stopped for ice cream, water, 
more snacks, and topped up my sun 
cream. The day had passed quickly and 
there was still a long way to go.

We were leaving the lumpy south-west 
and I thought the hills would flatten – but 
no such luck. A couple of really punchy 
hills at Stockland followed, before I 
dropped down into Axminster and out the 
other side to run through Bridport and 
along the coast to the next checkpoint. 
This was Abbottsbury at 260km and I 
arrived just after 7pm. I’d now been riding 
for 13 hours. 

I ate a big dinner of ham, egg and 
chips, a Coke and a Guinness. The support 
and atmosphere was really great at this 
checkpoint. We had a big terrace to 
ourselves, and most riders crossed over 
here. We ate together and sat in the warm 
as the sun set. After riding solo for most of 
the time, and in my own head for 13 hours, 
it was nice to have a chat. It perked me up, 

ready for the night shift.
Being keen to get as far as possible in 

the daylight, I decided not to hang around 
for too long, and soon headed off, hoping 
the meal would settle before the big climb 
around the corner up to the Hardy 
Monument (the structure was built in 
memory of Vice Admiral Sir Thomas Hardy, 

of “Kiss me, Hardy” fame – another link to 
Trafalgar). With a full stomach, I spun my 
way up, enjoying the views and local 
wildlife. A long, quick and steep descent 
back down the other side into Dorchester 
woke me up and I was feeling positive and 
ready to ride into the night.

The summer evening had drawn in by 

❝ After riding 
solo for most of the 
time, and in my own 
head for 13 hours, it 
was nice to have a 
chat. It perked me 
up, ready for the 
night shift  ❞
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now, and the wide B-roads were quiet and 
relaxing; it was an ideal riding temperature 
and I was in a good place. Darkness fell an 
hour later. I enjoyed the cooler air and 
being able to relax my eyes from the glare 
of the days’ sun. I made a supply stop at 
10.20pm at a Co-op in Blandford to see me 
through the night. More Haribo, Jaffa 
Cakes and a Lucozade would do the trick.

Then I set off into silent and pitch-black 
roads to cross Cranbourne Chase, heading 
for Salisbury. My legs, neck and wrists still 
felt good and my pace wasn’t slowing, 
which was encouraging. Until now I’d been 
in shorts and short sleeves but the 
temperature dropped fast, so I layered up. 

There were some very cold patches on 
the road, and not a single car for hours, 
which didn’t help the urge to close my 
tired eyes. Several hours later I reached a 
school in Salisbury which was the next 
checkpoint, at 1am, and walked into a 
dazzlingly-lit room. I rummaged for my 
brevet card, refuelled with some porridge 
then lay down on an old gym mat for an 
hour to recharge, then got up and dressed 
to face the last of the night. I’d covered 
354km so far, and leaving this checkpoint 

felt like I was on the home stretch – just 
another 150km to go.

Into the blustery dark night again for a 
few hours more of darkness, now with 
some added drizzle and increased winds. 
The hours went by slowly and I was keen 
to get over the 400km mark so that 
mentally I could count down the 
remaining 100km. My body was feeling 
surprisingly good and I mostly needed 
mental strength and motivation to keep 
my legs turning and see the ride out. The 
sun came up at 4.30am, the wind calmed, 
and I was happy to be cruising along at my 
own speed with a clear head. In my 
sleep-deprived state, I’d foolishly forgotten 
to fill my water bottles at the previous 
checkpoint so I was thirsty and needed to 
come across an open petrol station soon.

I found a Texaco and filled up on water 
as the man who served me questioned 
what I was doing, a familiar situation for 
Audax riders. This second morning was 
nowhere near as stunning as yesterday – it 
was muggy and drizzly. No proper rain, 
just light spitting. It was actually quite 
refreshing.

I was now rolling through towns on 

the A30, silent on a Sunday morning – 
within touching distance of London. I 
wanted to push through but 
psychologically felt the need to stop to 
fuel up for the mental challenge of 
navigating London’s roads and the influx 
of cars on little sleep. I pulled into a 
McDonald’s and had a big breakfast – 
exactly what I was looking for.

Inner London was as busy as ever, but 
once through the outskirts of Hounslow 
and Chiswick the roads cleared up a little 
as I navigated towards Kensington, Hyde 
Park and finally St James Park, on roads 
that I was familiar with. I pulled up at 
Admiralty House at 11.30am, pleased and 
grateful to have made the long journey 
back with no issues with myself or my bike.

My total elapsed time for the ride was 
26.5 hours, so I had a lot of time in hand. I 
could have stopped less if I’d really wanted 
to push for the under 24 hours mark, but a 
short sleep or rest is important for me 
to enjoy the experience.

THE TRAFALGAR WAY
At the height of the Napoleonic Wars in October 1805 
the Royal Navy, under the command of Admiral Lord 
Horatio Nelson, met and defeated the combined 
French and Spanish fleets off Cape Trafalgar on the 
Spanish Atlantic coast. Nearly a whole two weeks later, 
naval lieutenant, John Richards Lapenotière was put 
ashore at Falmouth, Cornwall, charged with the task of 
rushing the news of the victory – and the death of the 
hero Nelson – back to the Admiralty in London as 
quickly as possible. So began an epic non-stop 37 hour 
dash by horse and carriage – a journey of 271 miles.

The Audax event which follows the historic route 
across the hills of south-west England, has been run 
three times since its inception. This year’s event, 
organised by Paul Rainbow of Audax Club Bristol, took 
place on 25 June. Details at www.audax.uk.
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WITH THE PANDEMIC in retreat, I felt it 
was safe to visit France again this year. The 
country has been a regular cycling 
destination for me over the years. This trip 
had been planned for 2020 – but didn’t 
happen, of course.

The postponement had left me with 
Easyjet vouchers – and a plan. The trip was 
re-arranged for May 2022. The ride started 
at Port Saint Pere just south of Nantes 
Airport early on Friday 13 May. I trusted to 
fate that this date would not be an unlucky 
omen.

My unsupported, solo cycle rides 
through France, to join up with friends 
who live in Montmaurin, south-west of 
Toulouse, have in the past been an 
extended AUK perm (Manche-Med; 
Roscoff-Nice) or have a central feature to 
define the route. In 2019 the fifth ride 
focused on passing through Millau to visit 
the fantastic, 2.5km 336m high “bridge in 
the sky” across the Tarn Gorge, designed 
by British architect Norman Foster.

This year my route was down the west 
coast from Nantes, utilizing sections of the 
Velo Odyssey Atlantique, before swinging 
south-east below Bordeaux to head for 
Montmaurin through the Pre-Pyrenees. 
The central attraction would be the ferry 

Heat  
and dust  
in the  
footsteps  
of the  
Lionheart

Dave Matthews followed the 
route of the crusader king, 

Richard Cœur de Lion, through 
the baking fields of rural 
France in May this year –  

a three week “holiday” ride to 
the Pyrenees, which required 
the vigour of the Lionheart 
himself. Here’s his story of 

heat, thunder and tornadoes 
on an epic solo ride…

Dave on the Col d'Azet summit
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ride across the 3km wide mouth of the 
Garonne from Royan to Le Verdon sur Mer.

NANTES TO ROYAN – 306KM 
FLAT – THREE DAYS
My first day was a straightforward 
re-introduction to cycle touring in France 
– empty minor roads, good surfaces, no 
potholes, occasionally busy but relatively 
safe main roads. The locals don’t speak 
much English!

Next day I joined the Velo Odyssey 
route near Talmont-St-Hilaire. The first 
route sign I saw indicated that not only 
was I riding the Velo Odyssey but also 
following the route of Richard the 
Lionheart on 

his way to the crusades. 
I left La Tranche-sur-Mer, riding into a 

sparse, lake and canal filled area bordered 
by the sea, with poorly surfaced gravel 
tracks – the uninhabited heart of the 
Vendee. A strong headwind blew across 
the exposed landscape which made 
forward progress on my laden bike 
difficult and tiring. Part way through a mini 
tornado swirled the gritty surface up into 
my face and covered my bike in muck. Not 
nice.

When I finally emerged from this 
strange hinterland on to a busy road, 
having now ridden 100km since breakfast, 

I expected my 
overnight 
destination at 
Marans to be within 
easy reach. But no 
such luck.

There followed 
the most difficult 
experience of the 
entire trip. Careful 
reading of the 
map indicated 
that, rather than 
following 
surfaced roads, I 

had to traverse rough fields alongside a 
canal for the next five kilometers. These 
fields should lead to a bridge crossing and 
another canal-side track leading to 
Marans.  

At the entrance to the fields there was 
a notice painted in red on an erect pallet 
which seemed to say “go away” in the 
vernacular. I hoped this was the correct 
route. The notice made me even more 
undecided; going wrong here would land 
me in big trouble. I’d have to reverse 5km 
back through the fields and start again.

I proceeded to lug my laden bike along 
the sunbaked, cracked tractor tracks 
buried in the fields. I came off twice when 
my front wheel jammed in large cracks.  It 
was a nightmare!

To my great relief, the wheel tracks led 
me to a canal bridge hidden round a 
corner, which I crossed to a tarmac road. 
Civilization at last! It was a short ride to 
Marans from here. I arrived late and 
exhausted after a very difficult ride of 
108km.

Next day was also hard work in that I 
was facing 25-30km headwinds all day, 
through rolling countryside towards 
Royan. At times it was difficult to move 
forwards at more than 10 kph into the 
wind. Another late finish, but I did get a 
monster pizza for my dinner which 
refueled the engine.

In the Vendee

Nightmare tractor tracks to Marans Joining Velo Odyssey at Jard Sur Mer
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ROYAN TO  LAC D’ARJUZANX – 
294KM. FLAT – THREE DAYS
It’s very easy to locate the Gironde ferry 
berth in Royan as it lies near the base of a 
30m high Ferris wheel. I left the hotel in 
good time to catch the 7.50am boat to 
cross the enormous river estuary where it 
flows out into the Atlantic. Great views out 
to sea and an excellent focus for this trip.

The day started out fine and calm, so 
once in Soulac-sur-Mer some 10km 
beyond the southern ferry berth, I took the 
opportunity to sit on the sea wall to 
service my bike. A well-deserved service 
and brief rest following the vicissitudes of 
the previous three days.

The Velo Odyssey route came into its 
own beyond Soulac with smooth cycle 
paths alongside forestry service roads. 
There are miles of white beaches as you 
travel south, but these only come into 
view occasionally as they are separated 
from the cycle route by lines of trees. The 
final 5km became quite lumpy as my 
destination, the Lacaneau Ocean Golf 
Hotel, was situated away from the town up 
among the golf links. There were several 
cyclists staying at the hotel, but no golfers. 
A sign of the times?

The curse of Monday evening in France 
hit me once again as the hotel restaurant 
was shut, in spite of assurances that it 
would be open. I rode to town for dinner, 
getting totally lost while returning to the 
hotel in the gathering darkness, up and 
down a maze of steep hills. I was rescued 
by going into the wrong hotel, spotted by 
chance, where I was directed to the correct 
hotel. Do Garmins have some useful 
purpose?

The next day’s ride to Biscarosse Plage 
was really pleasant, in spite of the 
persistent headwinds. More cycle paths 

through the forests with stunning views of 
the Atlantic through gaps in the trees. The 
next morning I followed the Velo Odyssey 
past enormous local lakes before leaving 
the official route at Parentis-en-Born to 
head south-east through Aquitaine 
towards the Pyrenees.

So it was back to riding on normal 
roads, but still through a mostly flat 
landscape. By lunchtime the temperature 
was in the mid-30s, quite a change from 
the sub 20C experienced up to that point. 
Following lunch of an enormous baguette 
sandwich bought in the boulangerie at 
Pontex-les Forges, I wilted in the heat, and 
had an impromptu siesta for two hours 
under a tree by the side of the road. The 
weather broke that evening with a massive 
thunderstorm, but I was safely in my hotel 
by then.

LAC D’ARJUZANX TO  
MONTMAURIN – 229KM. 2000M 
ASCENT – TWO AND A HALF DAYS
The land remained flat for the first 50km to 
St Sever where the folds of the Pre-
Pyrenees, which I was facing head-on, 
began their gentle rise. My hotel that night 
was at Segos, a hamlet nestling in the hills. 
On arrival I found this to be an upmarket 
establishment, within easy reach of 
Aire-sur-l’Adour and the A65 Autoroute to 
source its posh clientele.

Far from receiving the upward tilt of the 
nose cyclists can receive at smart English 
hotels, the receptionist said: “Oh, you are 
booked into an upstairs room. I shall 
relocate you to a downstairs suite so you 
can take the bike in with you”. A night of 
luxury for the bargain price of 60 euros.

Next day I continued through ever 
steeper and higher folds of hills to arrive at 
Domaine Serot near St Elix Theux. Domaine 
Serot, situated in the middle of nowhere 
behind a farm, is a B&B run by a retired 
Belgian Chef and his Dutch wife. Meal and 
accommodation were excellent. Chapeau! 

The following morning I felt well 
restored, which was just as well 
considering the difficult 41km remaining 
to reach Montmaurin. I recorded eight 
separate climbs and seven descents, each 
climb roughly equivalent to climbing half 
the Horseshoe Pass above Llangollen. So it 
was like climbing four Horseshoe Passes 
with luggage. Really hard work!

The final straw came after 35km of 
climbs. I was starting to get really tired and 
grumpy by now. The roads around 
Montmaurin had just been gritted which 
caused me some nervous moments.

Eventually I crested the last hill up to 
the village, to be met by my friends and 
three crazy dogs. I was all too ready for 
the fine hospitality and a good rest.

Domaine de Serot B&B

Crossing the Gironde
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POSTSCRIPT
I arrived at Montmaurin at 
midday on Saturday, too tired 
to go near my bike for a while. 
But by the middle of the next 
week I was ready for a minor 
Pyrenean challenge before 
going home.

Previous experience 
warned me to take this very 
carefully as my body had now 
shut down after the earlier ride 
and my legs were very stiff. I 
selected to ride the Col d’Azet, 
1,580m up from Arreau. The col 
has a 15km gentle approach up 
the Val Louron before kicking up 
for 7.5km at seven per cent to 
10 percent gradient beyond 
Genos.  

The warm-up strategy was 
successful as my legs were just 
starting to work at the foot of 
the climb. The fitness previously 
gained enabled me to ascend 
this tough climb in reasonable 
comfort before an exciting 
descent to Saint-Lary-Soulan 
and a return down the Valee 
d’Aure to Arreau. A fitting end 
to a super three week holiday! 

❝ Biscarosse Plage 
was really pleasant, 
in spite of the persistent 
headwinds. More cycle 
paths through the forests 
with stunning views of 
the Atlantic through gaps 
in the trees  ❞
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In the summer of 2021, 
Kent-based Bob Watts and his son  

Ian tackled one of Europe’s  
toughest ultra-events – the North Cape 

4000, a punishing trek from Italy,  
following a twisting course up the map  

to the most northerly tip of the 
continent in Norway. Here’s Bob’s report 

of an eventful journey of nearly  
2,700 miles…

Magnetic 

Bob enjoys an 
early highlight, 
the Vrsic pass, 
at 1633m the 
high point of 
the route, with 
perilous cobbles 
on each of the 
two dozen 
hairpins on the 
descent
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Irresistible 
pull of  

a challenge 
that blows 

hot and cold

No
rt

h

Magnetic 
CYCLISTS ARE ALWAYS on the look-out for 
new adventures, seeking out somewhere 
new and exotic. The North Cape 4000 
definitely fitted the bill.

Neither Ian nor I had undertaken such an 
ambitious trip, and nor had we ever tackled 
such an event together. Would youth 
triumph over age and experience? He didn’t 
make things easy for himself. With an extra 
couple of weeks to spare, he started off in 
Tarifa, Spain, the southernmost tip of 
mainland Europe – in searing heat.

The North Cape 4000 is run every year, 

on a different route, but always starting in 
Italy. This was the fourth edition, crossing ten 
countries. I packed expecting hot and cold. 
Unusually for an ultra-event, it has a fixed 
route – 4,450km, avoiding the busier, direct 
roads, with four checkpoints at Lake Balaton, 
Krakow, Riga and Rovaniemi.  

The organisers say it’s not a race but they 
set a time limit of 22 days, and admit that 
most of the field will go for the highest 
position they can achieve. The route is 
mostly paved but includes some dirt roads in 
Lithuania and, memorably, a route deviation 
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in Finland with more dirt roads, advised 
several days after the start, which added 
84km. 

I dislike flying so took the intercite de 
nuit from Paris which dropped me in 
Modane on the edge of the Alps at 7am on 
a bright morning with the 2083m Col de 
Mont Cenis looming ahead. Buoyed by the 
joy of the moment and a breakfast double 
expresso, I raced over the Alps and down 
through Turin, through the Po Valley, past 
Lake Garda and on to the start point at 
Rovereto.

On 24 July, 180 riders set off on the 
1,000m climb to the Passo Borcola which 
started right away. There was a palpable 
air of anticipation and trepidation among 
the riders – this was the only long cycling 

I had a top tube bag for things like the 
puncture kit, though it was never used, 
and I kept the electronics charged with a 
front Son dyno hub which also ran the 
front light.

An early highlight was the Vrsic pass, at 
1633m the high point of the route, with 
perilous cobbles on each of the two dozen 
hairpins on the descent. Slovenia seemed 
a wonderful holiday destination, although 
like everywhere on this trip there were few 
summer tourists because of the shadow of 
Covid.  

A former railway line cycle path took us 
through the delightful countryside of the 
Trivlaski National Park to Lake Bled. There 
were sharp hills through villages before 
reaching hop country where we came 
across a public park with both water and 
beer dispensers. Hungary was different, 
with more Ladas, and that communist 
concrete ambience. Looking ahead after 
the first checkpoint at historic Lake 
Balaton, we stretched the mileage a little 
to reach the Danube and make nightfall in 
Budapest, dodging the tram tracks and 
surviving the cobbles.

We passed into Slovakia and climbed 
into the Tatra Mountains – a relief from the 
36°C daytime temperatures. At the event 
briefing someone asked: “Are there bears? 
Is it safe to camp?” Their answer: “Yes, there 
are bears and you must make your own 
decisions”. We camped in the Tatras and 
saw no bears, but perched most 
improbably on lamp posts were stork 
nests, sometimes with the parents and a 
couple of fledgling young vying for space.

endurance event going ahead in Europe in 
2021. It was scorching sunshine so the 
water fountains and ice cream stops were 
most welcome.

A pattern was established in those 
early days of starting at dawn and 
camping at dusk. On the first 2,900km 
section to Tallinn we used hotels only four 
times – in Budapest, Krakow and Riga and 
once because of a storm warning in 
Poland. A distance of 250km would be a 
good day – 275km a very good day. Along 
the way Ian had an uncanny nose for 
bakeries and water fountains. We would 
stock up in roadside supermarkets.

We decided against bike-packing bags 
in favour of a pair of panniers – one for the 
camping gear and one for everything else. 

Bob and 
Ian at the 
beginning 
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It was another stretch to make Krakow 
in two days from Budapest including the 
hilliest day with 260km and 4,260m of 
ascent, arriving for once after nightfall, 
though our late alfresco dinner in 
shirtsleeves on the splendid main square 
with great company was a holiday 
moment.  

After Krakow, Poland stretches out 
northwards across pleasant but 
unmemorable plains to Lithuania where, 
like most other internal EU borders we 
passed, all evidence of the frontier had 
been erased in the few years since they 
joined. In contrast we passed right beside 
the chilling razor wire barricade and CCTV 
of the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad, the 
first time I had seen an EU land border.

On day 10 we passed the halfway point 
after entering Lithuania where dirt roads 
and showers slowed us. Arriving in Riga, 
we wobbled up a cobbled street to our 
hotel. A grinning middle-aged woman 
pulled alongside on her steel shopping 
bike and handed me two bars of 
chocolate, congratulated us on getting 

this far, and told me that the front runner 
had finished five minutes earlier. 
Dotwatchers are everywhere

Through Latvia and into Estonia we 
saw cycle routes and facilities so much 
better than in the UK, and roads were 
smooth without the potholes that plague 
Kent. At the port of Tallinn on day 13 we 
waited for the evening ferry to Helsinki 
while spending our time putting money 
into the local economy – which was so 
devoid of tourists – by eating the local 
soup and drinking the local beer. Nothing 
had gone wrong so far: no mechanicals, 
not even a puncture, no injuries or 
accidents, no kit broken. Ian was a delight 
to travel with – we saw eye-to-eye on 
everything. 

In those 13 days we’d covered 2,920km 
but there was still 1,660km which, with the 
almost endless daylight, we hoped to 
cover in six more days. As we sailed away 
to Scandinavia Ian felt discomfort in his 
knee. Would day 13 be unlucky for him?  

The ferry from Tallinn to Helsinki 
launched us into a different world; 

A former railway 
line cycle path 
went through 
the delightful 
countryside of 
the Trivlaski 
National Park to 
Lake Bled

Reaching the 
Danube and 
evening in 
Budapest
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Scandinavia was so green and calm – a 
land of lakes, conifers and saunas. We 
negotiated the city on well thought-out 
cycle paths in the evening sun before 
camping in a field. Ian’s knee had been 
hurting on the way up so we camped 
before dusk. I said he should sleep on it. In 
the cold, damp, misty dawn his knee was 
no better. Having come so far in less than a 
fortnight we had been feeling invulnerable 
even though there was 1660km to go. 

It was Ian’s 28th birthday. I convinced 
him we should double back and spend a 
couple of days in Helsinki going nowhere 
to see if it got better. Two days in Helsinki 
were a holiday, with sightseeing, nice 
meals out and, at great expense, some 
Scandinavian birthday beer.  

On the Sunday morning we took the 
first train north to where we’d left off two 
days earlier and set off again. Ahead was 
more than 1,000 miles of spruce, pine, 
birch and lakes, and seven days left to beat 
the 22-day deadline.

Sadly, the rest didn’t heal Ian's knee. 
We pulled into a service area and chewed 
over the options – carrying on was not 
one. With his uncanny nose for a bakery, 
eye for a water fountain, and instinct for 
finding a camping spot he was the perfect 
companion on an ultra-ride. I would miss 
him. But the North Cape was still there so I 
carried on alone. 

Heading northwards the settlements 
became further apart, the roads emptier, 
the trees smaller, and the days longer until 
there was no night. And the midges got 
angrier. They are such a distraction, 
shaping the journey by dictating where 
you stop and for how long, whether you 
camp, what you wear. In five minutes 
erecting my tent I’d be bitten many times; 
painful bites that take three days to heal. 

Those that make it inside the tent are too 
small to see. In the morning I’d pick them 
off the roof of the inner tent, turning my 
fingers red with my own blood which 
they’d been feeding on like vampires.

I crossed the Arctic Circle at Santa 
Claus Land, which even a five year old 
would find tacky. Booming out over the 
speakers were the Christmas classics (in 
August!) so I left – with a Silent Night 
earworm that was as irritating as those 
midge bites, and hung around just as long. 

Lapland was pretty big and pretty 
empty except, that is, for a large 
population of reindeer and a smaller 
population of Sami. What settlements 
there are had to be rebuilt after the 
scorched earth German retreat in the 1944 
Lapland War. The trees got ever smaller 
and the place names more difficult to 
pronounce. The folk seemed more 
eccentric: I was once served coffee by a 
bloke in a dressing gown.

On day 21 I crossed into my eleventh 
and final country – Norway. For the first 
time since Calais I was asked for my 
vaccination certificate by a very young, 

❝ Ahead was more 
than 1,000 miles of spruce, 
pine, birch and lakes, and 
seven days left to beat the 
22-day deadline ❞

Ian's birthday in Helsinki



impeccably uniformed soldier who wished 
me well, in perfect English. At the border I 
met an Italian with his national flag and 
lots of luggage in a push cart. He was 
walking from the North Cape back home 
to Italy, "a journey of one hundred days" 
he told me. I couldn't help thinking he was 
slightly mad.

Here in the far north, the fells and 
mountains rise up giving big views in the 
crystal-clear air.  Where the road 
descended to the 100km long Porsanger 
Fjord I could see right to the end.  And 
alongside the fjord a rain shower in the 
late evening sunshine produced the 
brightest rainbow I’ve ever seen. Camping, 
overlooking the fjord from a height, was 
one of the best camps of the trip.

The next day was the low point of my 

❝ … we’d covered 
2,920km but there was 
still 1,660km which, with 
the almost endless 
daylight, we hoped to 
cover in six more days ❞

50-year cycling career. My bike and I have 
been in the Greenwich Tunnel, the 
Channel Tunnel and Death Valley but 
never have I been as low as the 212m 
below sea level of the Nordkapp tunnel. 
This is one of several tunnels on the last 
part of this route – 7km long, descending 
then climbing at 9 per cent. It is cool, 
damp and silent inside until the moment a 
vehicle enters. I was buoyed by the 
thought of arriving at the point of the 
challenge, at the end of the world 
seemingly, the furthest north you can 
drive in Europe.

I wrote on my Strava entry: “Hey! Can 
you hear me shouting? I have made it to 
the North Pole” – alas, without Ian. At least 
there were six other participants to swap 
congratulations with. But what a journey.

The lowest point 
of Bob's cycling 
career – 212m 
below sea level 
– the Nordkapp 
tunnel

A rain shower 
and the brightest 
rainbow marks 
the final stage of 
the trip

37www.audax.uk
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POSTSCRIPT
The NC4000 was 4,580km in 20 cycling days, 
plus the two healing days. Of the 180 
starters, 110 finished within the 22 days, 
including Luigi Talamona, the oldest rider at 
73 years old. Tragically, the Russian rider 
Olga Ivanova, was killed in Hungary after 
being struck by a truck on day five.

After a rest day I took the coastal ferry 
through the fjords, stopping at some of the 
34 ports it visits. I hopped off at Rosoyhamn 
and watched the ferry depart before riding 
south through islands of Hinnoya and 
Lofoten – which has long been on my 
must-see list. They did not disappoint.  

IAN'S  
UNFINISHED 
BUSINESS
BOB’S SON IAN had unfinished business 
with the North Cape 4000, having been 
forced to withdraw in Helsinki with a knee 
injury. He decided to tackle the last leg 
during his Christmas holidays later that year.

Ian shod his mountain bike with 
Schwalbe Ice Spiker tyres and flew to 
Helsinki on Christmas Eve before setting off 
straight away on the 1,000 miles to the 
North Cape. The first few days were a lesson 
in cold weather survival. By the time he 
reached the Arctic Circle on day seven the 
temperature didn’t rise above zero and had 
been down to –24°C.  

He camped every night, using two 
sleeping bags, an inflatable mat and a 
compact. North of the Arctic Circle supply 
places are scarce though Ian did manage to 
tick off the world’s most northerly Lidl. Into 
Lapland, where the sun never rose, the 
aurora borealis lit up the sky, and there were 
cabin café pit stops with log fires and 
reindeer stew beside the road for the 
meagre winter holiday traffic.

On day 11 with just 120km to go, snow 

It's the absolute 
end… Bob stands 
under the Nordkapp 
globe monument that 
marks the northern 
point of continental 
mainland

Do you want to die? 
… with 120km to 
go Ian was forced to 
follow a snow plough 
to get to his goal

was drifting up to two feet deep across 
the road. A snowplough pulled over and 
the driver asked him: “Are you crazy? Do 
you want to die? We are closing the road 
and you’ll have to turn back.”

With Bob watching his dot, Ian was 
permitted to follow the snowplough, all 
the way to the North Cape.

Clearly crazy… 
Ian on the 
home straight
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IN 2020 I JOINED AUK – well, I paid my 
subscription and managed one 200km 
ride before Covid closed everything 
down. So instead of riding I spent the 
time reading tales of valour in Arrivée 
magazine, never imagining I could do 
such things.

In January this year I saw the chance 
to enter London-Edinburgh-London, and 
before I knew what I was doing, had 
pressed the keyboard button – and I was 
in. The question, “what have I signed up 
for?” haunted me for several days after.

That’s how I found myself in Bushley, 
in the Malvern Hills, ready for the 5am 
start of the 600km Benjamin Allen’s 
Summer Outing – a weekend of madness 
that would see me awake for the next 39 
hours.

I’ve done LEJOG three times, covering 
a mere 100 or so miles a day, fully 
supported, but LEL is different. So, I 
started to book some rides, and was given 
some advice by LEL veterans on what I 
should do. They said I needed a couple of 
600km rides under my belt. After some 
200s, 300s, a failed 400, and a successful 
400, here I was in the Welsh Marches, 

The AUK website describes Benjamin 
Allen’s Summer Outing – a 600km trek 
through Mid-Wales – as “a surprisingly 

benign route”. Rider Gideon 
Rabinowitz would beg to differ – it 

can be a real pain in the rear end. Here’s 
his tale of gruelling test, as part of his 

preparation for LEL…

‘Gentle’ 
ride with 
a sting 
in the tail

❝ … After 
conquering the rolling 
hills on the road down 

to Monmouth, more 
liquid refreshment 

was taken on – which 
prompted a bout of 
vicious hiccups ❞
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facing my first 600k.
There were about 50 riders as we set 

off from Bushley. We rode up a short rise 
to Symonds Yat and to the first control. 
After that there was some gravel path 
cycling, which was an interesting change 
to the tarmac, eventually ending up in 
Talybont on Usk at 70km for some 
well-earned breakfast. 

I always find that I can’t wait to get to 
the control, then when I arrive it’s always a 
race to eat and go. As the sun rose higher 
it started to warm up, and the slow 
strip-off commenced, stuffing the layers 
into my seat pack. This felt like good 
going.

Then came a bit of climbing followed 
by a lovely river valley floor to Llandovery 
for the main control point and some great 
lunch at the West End café. After that it 
got really hilly and I confess to walking 
some of the hills, up and down to 
Tregaron, negotiating escaped sheep on 
the road. 

We also went over Devil’s Bridge 
(another walking job), then got very close 
to the coast near Aberystwyth which was 
stunning at dusk. This was another free 
control, so we ate our tea as late night 
revellers milled about. 

At some god-forsaken hour when it 
had turned dark, we ended up in 
Machynlleth, where a glamorous Spar 
supper of chocolate milk, sandwiches and 
crisps was consumed on the pavement. 
Now it was real night-riding so all gear 
was put back on ready to face a bit of 

rolling terrain and then some narrow and 
very steep climbing with a switchback 
where one rider fell off because it was so 
sharp.

I found myself alone, and on a slow hill 
I was followed for some distance by a car 
before being slowly overtaken. The kind 
lady driver, seeing a lone cyclist in the 
middle of nowhere, asked if I was OK. I 
was touched by her concern.

Eventually the climbing stopped, 
followed by 14km of fast downhill 
sections in the dark. This would have been 
welcome relief, and even fun in the 
daylight, but in the dark it had to be taken 
carefully. The temperature had dropped 
during the evening from a high of 24C 
during to just 3oC. Even with all my layers 
on and pedalling hard I was still really 
cold. 

I eventually ended up at Wigmore at 
400km for the night stop shivering and 
very tired. I lay down for 90 mins and 
dozed, but when I woke I was able to 
consume breakfast, and quite surprised at 
what a difference a short nap made.

On to Hay-on-Wye, with more hills, but 
I got back in my stride and motored along 
so well that I missed my next control 
point. Apparently, someone did shout as I 
whizzed past but I didn’t hear. It wasn’t 
until I was walking up another hill, that I 
was told I’d missed it – 10 miles back. To 
say I was not amused, would be an 
understatement. The air went blue!

After conquering the rolling hills on 
the road down to Monmouth, more liquid 

refreshment was taken on – which 
prompted a bout of vicious hiccups. Then 
I headed off into the Forest of Dean for a 
fast section along the river, which became 
a series of long climbs leading up to 
Chepstow Racecourse. 

I kept thinking that having come up 
we would have to go down and then up 
again to get to the bridge, but somehow 
the route took me directly to the top of 
the Severn Bridge entrance – a welcome 
surprise. It’s the fourth time I’ve crossed 
that bridge this year on the bike, so 
although the exposure is always breath-
taking, now the crossing itself is bordering 
on routine.

All was going smoothly when I 
became aware that my rear end was 
becoming seriously uncomfortable. I 
didn’t have access to suitable treatment 
so I cycled much of this section standing 
up. 

The next route was down the canal 
path, bumpy and uneven, with my 
bottom taking all the pain now. I rode into 
the centre of Gloucester through a 
tortuous pedestrian route, where the 
Sunday shoppers had no idea that I was 
exhausted and in pain. I ambled to the 
final journey’s end at 605km. 

I got some very strange looks running 
into the hall, with the click clack of my 
cleats turning heads, looking in vain for 
the loo. I’d dashed past it in my urgency. 
That was at about 6.10pm – just under 
three hours before the cut-off. I’d done my 
qualifying time! 
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I now know that anyone who says they 
don’t have a sore bottom after a long 
Audax is either lying or has no feeling in 
their rear end.

Now I’m provisionally an SR in the 
Audax community (awaiting authorisation), 
for doing a 200, 300, 400 and 600, all in the 
same season, and it gets some pre-qualifier Llanybydder War Memorial

to next year’s PBP.  If you’d told me on 
January 1st that I’d be signing up to LEL, 
and have pre-qualified for PBP by May; I 
wouldn’t have believed you.

So that was it – 40 hours of amazing 
experience, unpronounceable Welsh 
towns, and a degree of pain…  
I’d recommend it to anyone. 

❝ … Then came a lovely river 
valley floor to Llandovery for the main 
control point and some great lunch at 

the West End café. ❞
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A FRIDAY NIGHT in late May. 
Northumberland. My first 300km 
Audax.

9.40pm We gather for the 10pm start in a 
layby on the fringes of a small market 
town under a gloaming sky, a rag-tag 
bunch of, overwhelmingly, men. The 
ground is damp from earlier rain, but 
the clouds are breaking overhead.

9.52pm The organiser shouts that we’re 
free to leave whenever. No-one wants 
to be first. After an awkward minute, 
someone makes a move, and the rest 
follow. We head out on to the deserted 
bypass. 

10.27pm A small flatland village. Bored 
teenagers jeer from a bus stop. We 
ignore them and ride on, but are 
stopped by a level crossing. A football 

bounces towards us from nowhere. A 
young lad comes silently, collects it. 
The small waiting group exchange wry 
words. The train passes, the barrier lifts, 
and we continue into the night. 

11.54pm The main road to Scotland, 
devoid of its usual traffic. Fully dark 
now. A car approaches from behind on 
a left hand bend, and waits to pass. 
Then waits some more. The road is 
clear. The driver flashes the headlights. 
I turn to see why. No idea. Still it waits. 
Adrenaline rises, my legs turn a little 
faster. Another flash. I look again. A 
pause, and then the car pulls out and 
overtakes with no sign of aggression. 
I’m glad when the lights of a village 
appear a minute later. 

00.12am I catch another rider and we 
chat in the darkness. He is endearingly 

keen to share with me the location of 
garage taps. I have plenty of water so 
leave him to enjoy his clandestine 
rehydration as we reach one. 

2.03am Berwick. Over the Tweed and into 
what was once Scotland. A third of the 
way. The man in the all-night garage 
asks why there are so many cyclists as I 
pay for my flapjacks and Coke. 

2.59 am Leaving the remaining Audaxers 
to their Big Macs and coffee under the 
bright lights of the 24-hour 
McDonalds, I pull on my leg-warmers 
and turn west. A bright yellow 
half-moon is rising into the already 
lightening sky. I barely need lights and 
feel slightly cheated out of a night. 

3.21am Regret putting leg-warmers on. 
Motor on regardless, feeling strong. 

Dave Winterbourne’s “inner poet” took over to 
describe, in diary form, his first 300km Audax – a 
strength-sapping, stomach-churning race against time 
through the borderlands on Andy Cox's 
Northumberland Nightshift. Here’s his minute-by-
minute impression of a novice’s baptism of fire – and a 
remarkable final timing achievement…

DAVID WINTERBOURNE

is a 33 year old rider based in Newcastle. He 
rode his first brevet in 2018. Alt-hough he’s 
ridden the occasional 200, and an RRtY which 
had to be aborted half way through be-cause 
of the pandemic, this Northumbria event was 
his first 300. It didn’t put him off – he’s since 
ridden a 400 and plans to ride more.

Leading out… Dave takes the initiative pushing into the night

Sixty seconds’ worth  of distance run
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4.39am Cross the glass-like Tweed for the 
final time, and not long after, the 
invisible halfway mark. Into the difficult 
third quarter. The cracks are beginning 
to show. My usually rock-solid 
digestion hasn’t quite got to grips with 
the task at hand. I know I need to stoke 
the fires for the climb out of Hawick, 
but I can barely face my bottle of Coke. 

6.12am Crawling now. In a moment of 
clarity, I realise my stomach has had 
enough of flapjack and chocolate and I 
need something savoury – nothing too 
heavy, just salty and heavily processed. 
An open newsagents. BBQ Beef Hula 

Hoops, XL bag. Perfect. I devour them 
on a bench under the clock tower, and 
immediately feel better.  
If Hula Hoops are the answer, am I 
really asking the right question? 
Nevertheless, I feel like some sort of 
nutritionist-savant. 

7.03am Finally relent and stop halfway up 
the climb to remove my leg-warmers. 

7.36am The long swoopy descent is a 
delight. At least I think the road curves 
– I wouldn’t be surprised if the map 
showed it arrow-straight and it was 
just the sleep deprivation. 

7.59am Buy a pasty I can’t face, a double 
espresso that tastes like an ashtray, and 
a packet of Hula Hoops (salt & vinegar 
this time – a varied diet is key) in an 
attempt to rekindle their restorative 
powers.

8.10am Message my girlfriend to tell her 
I’m still alive, and remind her of 
something inconsequential she might 
have forgotten to do, which makes me 
feel like the most organised person in 
the world. From now on, I vow to do all 
my life admin from a bike on a 
single-track road after 24 hours 
without sleep.

Leading out… Dave takes the initiative pushing into the night

               Any port… the inevitable stop for calorie loading

                There… Berwick and the first Tweed crossing 

Sixty seconds’ worth  of distance run
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8.55am Turn east: the home stretch. Only 
the home stretch is 90km and contains 
the toughest climb of the route. Put 
my sunglasses on.

8.58am Wipe my sunglasses for the third 
time, before realising it’s actually my 
eyes that are glazed over. 

9.45am Spend several miles trying to 
think of a source of energy which will 
be available in the Co-Op before the 
big climb, and which will power me up 
it without me seeing it again. 

10.17am Chocolate milkshake. I knew the 
answer all along really. 

10.32am The dreaded climb arrives. I 
seem to float up it, and wonder if I’m 
hallucinating. Maybe I just have really 

powerful legs? Then I remember the 
massive tailwind. 

10.49am The top of the climb. It’s all but 
done. Big tailwind and a gently 
downhill run home. I can coast back 
and enjoy the last bit, and still finish 
earlier than expected. But… what if I 
could finish in under? Check time – 14 
hours? A new and completely arbitrary 
target looms out of nowhere, and I 
bury myself to complete the last 20 
miles in under an hour. 

11.51am I negotiate the easy-to-miss 
shortcut through the park to the café 
arrivée with a minute to spare. Reigning 
in my urge to knock runners and 
buggies out of the way in my quest to 
achieve a goal I hadn’t considered 
necessary more than an hour ago, I 

accept that 14 hours and one or two 
minutes is essentially 14 hours.

  
11.52am Finished. My navigation device 

says 14:00 hours dead, but no more 
precise than that. That’ll do. I am 
spannered. Completely see-sawed. 
Utterly cheesegratered. Well and truly 
carpeted. The inner poet unearthed by 
extreme tiredness has evaporated and 
left me inventing adjectives to 
describe my state out of inanimate 
objects. It’s over. Time to sleep. 

6.20pm Postscript: After a nap at home, I 
upload my ride to a popular orange 
activity tracking/boasting platform. It 
gives the elapsed time as 13 hours, 59 
minutes, and 59 seconds. 

9.03pm + two days. I enter my first 400.

                             And back again… crossing the glass-like Tweed again 

                             Sustenance… loading for the last climb
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AFTER RAIN OVERNIGHT, it was a 
humid start at the registration at the 
secluded location of Dulwich Scout Hut, 
but spirits weren’t dampened. The club 
has a few regular Audax riders in its 
number but hosting an event on home 
lanes brought the club’s colours out in full 
force, along with a strong representation 
from the full spectrum of local London 
clubs and much further beyond.

The parcours for Fast Times in the 
High Weald was a daunting one: 200km 
with 3,200m plus of ascent is certainly 
nothing to sniff at, and a glance at the 
route’s jagged elevation profile confirmed 
those 3.25 AAA points would be 
particularly hard-earned. Despite a 
potentially challenging route, the start list 
included a large proportion of riders new 
to this distance – and what an 
introduction!

With over 100 riders rolling out of 
south-east London via some quiet, 
traffic-free lanes we chased rainclouds, 
with a few early lumps to test the legs. 
The roads were slick, but the temperature 
was perfect for riding as we left the Big 

A pootle 
through 
Pooh 
country
Jack Davey joined  
100 riders to tackle Brixton 
Cycle Club’s inaugural Fast 
Times in the High Weald 
event in May this year. The 
strength-sapping course 
through the hilly landscapes 
of Winnie the Pooh fame 
was daunting but, as Jack 
reports, there was honey  
for tea!

❝ … via some 
quiet, traffic-free lanes 
we chased rainclouds, 
with a few early lumps 
to test the legs ❞
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Smoke behind, making good progress to 
the Knatt’s Valley where we were met with 
some stunning scenery, and the sun finally 
made a welcome appearance. 

With the first info control down there 
was a long way to go, but some great 
camaraderie on show thanks to a full and 
friendly field of riders. Passing through a 
bucolic landscape of ancient woodland 
and farmland, we were blessed to see the 
contrasting blue and yellow of bluebells 
and oilseed rape out in full force. 

The route had an undulating, 
rollercoaster feel, with few headline climbs 
but the knees telling a different story 
regarding the climbing so far. After 
winching ourselves up and through 
Tunbridge Wells we were met with the 
sight of Bells Yew Green village hall, and a 
very welcome spread of buttered malt loaf, 
home-made flapjacks and endless cups of 
coffee, just the ticket for riders already 
feeling the strain of the elevation, and the 
repair stand and track pump out front was 
just as popular as the facilities within!

From here onwards the elevation 

❝ Passing through a bucolic 
landscape of ancient woodland and 
farmland, we were blessed to see 
the contrasting blue and yellow of 
bluebells and oilseed rape out in full 
force ❞
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began to slowly creep up again as we 
entered the High Weald proper, a stunning 
medieval landscape as beautiful as it was 
lumpy, heaving ourselves up the notorious 
Willingford Lane as we approached Battle.

Leaving Battle felt more like heading 
into it: storm clouds loomed ominously 
overhead, and we entered a damp and 
slow-going section on tiny, forgotten lanes 
with some technical descents, a 
smattering of rain and the unwelcome 
appearance of the dreaded Puncture Fairy. 

Our resolve fully tested, we finally broke 
through to civilisation again in Uckfield 
and a welcome coffee break. 

Recharged and refreshed for the final 
70km, it was another long, gradual climb 
up on to the Ashdown Forest. Here we 
were relieved to find smooth tarmac, 
though this was countered with exposed 
roads and demoralising headwinds. 
Nonetheless, the route continued to 
deliver on varied scenery with gorse-
covered hillsides, mystical heathland and 
exceptional views in every direction as we 
dropped down into Hartfield, home of AA 
Milne and Winnie the Pooh. 

By this point, the legs were really 
feeling every last metre of the climbing so 
far and it turned out the route wasn’t quite 

done with us yet. There was a sting in the 
tail to come, with another long climb over 
Ide Hill for the last info control – and, 
saving the best until last, Hogtrough Hill. 
With 180km in the legs, there was 
absolutely no shame in every rider slowly 
spinning up it in the lowest gear available. 

With the brunt of the ride’s elevation 
now thankfully behind us it was a case of 
auto-pilot back into the familiar roads of 
south-east London, before swinging a 
right turn into the arrivée at the historic 
Herne Hill Velodrome. 

Tired but happy, we were greeted with 
a very warm welcome from the BCC 
organisers and even more welcome pizza, 
vegetarian chilli and liquid  
refreshments on offer.  

❝ … we entered a damp and 
slow-going section on tiny, forgotten 
lanes with some technical descents, 
and the unwelcome appearance of 
the dreaded Puncture Fairy ❞

❝ Tired but happy, we were 
greeted with a very warm welcome 
from the BCC organisers and even 
more welcome pizza, vegetarian chilli 
and liquid refreshments on offer ❞
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AT MIDNIGHT I was lying awake in a 
Swedish hotel room in Umeå, listening to 
the blaring sounds of a nearby nightclub. 
This was unfortunate, as tonight was our 
last chance of a full night’s sleep before 
taking on the Midnight Sun Randonnée. 

I was here with two riding companions, 
Anne Smith and Neil Fraser, and together 
we planned to ride the 1200km event 
which would take us across Scandinavia, 
from Sweden, into Norway, and crossing 
the Arctic Circle before heading back to 
Umeå.

The organisers had arranged a 
temporary resting area at Baggböle Manor, 
a gothic place which overlooks the great 
rapids of the Ume River, a short distance 
from the start. We spent a few hours here, 
resting and fretting over what kit to take, 
and what to leave. 

At sunset on the Sunday, which didn’t 

happen until 11.07pm, we gathered at the 
Brännland Wärdshus 11km outside of 
Umeå, having eaten a last supper, and 
ready to set off.

There were many overseas riders at the 
start, including a strong contingent from 
Finland, and a large group of Americans. 
Some 80 riders were present at the start 

Aberdonian Ron Lowe 
and two fellow Scots, 
took their bikes to 
Sweden in June this year 
to tackle the Arctic trails 
of wild northern 
Scandinavia in the 
inaugural running of the 
Midnight Sun Randonnée 
1200. They found that 
midsummer in the far 
north comes with icy 
lakes and cold, hard rain 
– but survived to tell the 
tale…

There are 
strange 
things done
In the 
midnight sun

Fifty-seven year old Ron 
Lowe, left, rides with the 
Deeside Thistle Cycle club. 
His companions on the 
Midnight Sun Randonnée 
1200 were Anne Smith, a 
news journalist on STV, 
and Neil Fraser from 
Fochabers, near Elgin. The 
trio have ridden together 
at various events in the 
past. Anne and Ron also 
travelled together to 
compete in the 2019 
Paris-Brest-Paris. On their 
Scandinavian trip the trio 
adopted the team name of 
Audax Ecosse.

Team Ecosse… Ron Lowe, left, Anne Smith and Neil Frazer
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line, and as we left for the first control 
point, 100km distant, we were serenaded 
by a hotel chef playing a saxophone. 

The landscape began to change as we 
headed north, and the first checkpoints 
came easily as we rode through flat terrain 
and dense forest interspersed with 
occasional lakes. The forest glades 
contained alpine meadows, and the lakes 
were dotted with islands and peninsulas.

On each island were the lakeside huts 
so characteristic of Scandinavia. Each of 
the huts is painted in dark red, a colour 

which seems almost mandatory. This is 
called Falu Red, a by-product of historical 
mining activity. Sludge from copper 
mining was used as a wood treatment 
which was both protective and breathable.

We followed the Ume River to Hotell 
Lappland in Lycksele, the event’s first 
checkpoint. The food was excellent – 
salmon with noodles. The organiser went 
to great effort to offer high quality local 
fare. It wouldn’t have disgraced a gourmet 
restaurant! We rode on to Storuman, the 
second checkpoint, and once again were 

greeted with showpiece food – reindeer 
salad.

The third stage presented some issues 
– road works across a 10km stretch, where 
the surface had been removed, leaving 
rough hard-core. There followed another 
20km of unpaved road. This was the 
downfall of several riders. I passed one 
forlorn rider with a puncture in the road 
works. I asked if he was OK, and he asked if 
I had a spare tube. Reluctantly, I donated 
one of my three spare tubes, hoping it 
wouldn’t be a problem for me later. It 
wasn’t. I later learned that this rider ended 
up a DNF.

The unpaved stretch was less 
problematic because it was well-
maintained. We re-joined the paved road 
at the village of Dikanäs, where an 
impromptu ice cream stop was in order.

As we headed north, we passed the 
control point of Kittelfjäll at 352km, where 
they were doing a roaring trade in 
replacement inner tubes. As we rode north 
the terrain began to change. We were 
riding along a valley with a great 
succession of grey-mare-tail waterfalls 
tumbling down the far side. We reached 
the Norwegian border on an unclassified 
single track road. There was no border 
post, just a sign saying “Welcome to 
Norway”.  

Beyond the border the road surface 
became rather more corrugated, and I lost 
my primary waterproof here when it 
bounced out of my rack pack. This was a 

❝ Falu Red, a 
by-product of historical 
mining activity. Sludge 
from copper mining was 
used as a wood 
treatment which was 
both protective and 
breathable ❞

❝ The forest glades 
contained alpine 
meadows, and the lakes 
were dotted with islands 
and peninsulas ❞
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bit of a disappointment to say the least.  
The first Norwegian control point was 

at Hattfjelldal, 451km. The control was a 
hotel at the end of a winding road, at the 
top of a hill. The person manning this 
control was one of the most amazingly 
accommodating people you could ever 
hope to meet. Nothing was too much 
trouble. Food? Yes, of course, right through 
here! Accommodation? Yes, of course! 
Have you booked private rooms? No, then 
would you like to?  Or we have the 
communal space arranged by the 
organiser down here, follow me!  Would 
you like a blanket? How many? And 
pillows? How Many? Would we like 
breakfast before setting off?  What time 
would you like that? 

Our aim was to set off at around 3am, 
but we knew the forecast was for rain to 
start around then. We set off as planned, 
and the rain started as planned. We rode 
for several hours into increasingly heavy 
rain. No matter how good your kit is, 
several hours of unrelenting rain will have 
you wet and cold. 

As we rounded a bend, we had a long 
straight stretch of road ahead. In the far 
distance, we could see snow-capped 
mountains – and we suddenly felt a true 
sense of north. This was our destination.

The next checkpoint was the rather 
wonderfully named Mo I Rana control, a 
few kilometres short of the actual town of 
Mo, which despite its attractive name is 
actually a busy industrial port. The route 
continued along the busy E6 road, 
continually gaining height up the 
Saltfjellet through the Dunderland valley 
above the tree line, passing the Saltfjell 
highway’s highest point of 692m. This was 
not unlike riding up the A9 in Scotland.

❝ The person 
manning this control was 
one of the most amazingly 
accommodating people 
you could ever hope to 
meet. Nothing was too 
much trouble  ❞

❝ Dunderland valley 
above the tree line, 
passing the Saltfjell 
highway’s highest point 
of 692m… was not 
unlike riding up the A9 in 
Scotland  ❞
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The terrain changed again, and we 
were now in proper mountain moorland, 
not unlike the west coast of Scotland, but 
perhaps on a slightly larger scale. Those 
distant snow-capped mountains were 
coming ever closer, as we headed north 
and up. We reached the Arctic Circle 
visitor’s centre checkpoint, and stopped 
for food and photographs. The rain had 
stopped but we were still a bit damp.  

As we left, the rain came on again – 
cold, hard rain. We passed lakes which 
were still frozen over. We crossed back into 
Sweden to the next checkpoint at 
Sandvikens. This was where we’d planned 
a proper sleep stop, and had booked 
cabins at the campsite.

There had been bold talk of ditching 
these booked cabins and continuing to 
the next checkpoint. After several hours of 
descent in cold and heavy rain in one-
degree temperatures, we arrived at 
Sandvikens as cold, drenched and 
sorry-for-ourselves creatures; and all bold 
talk went out the window. We took the 
cabins, and were glad of them.

We arrived as shivering creatures, 
borderline hypothermic. The cabins were 
spacious and warm. We spread our wet kit 
around to dry out, and joy of joy: there was 
a boot-heater with four hoses, enough to 
dry out all of our shoes! 

After a few hours’ sleep, we were ready 
to leave. Fully re-set, we were warm, dry, 
and with dry kit. There is a saying about 
control points – you should never leave 
them without all your basic needs met, 
and all niggles dealt with. We left the 
control totally refreshed.

We rode the 116k to the eighth control 
point, the Hornavan Hotel in Arjeplog, 
which commanded a wonderful view over 
the lake. The hotel receptionist cheerfully 
stamped our cards, and asked whether 
we’d like the cold wrap provided by the 
event organiser, or to purchase a hot 
buffet breakfast in the warm comfortable 
lounge overlooking the lake?

We needed to decide quickly, because 

the breakfast buffet was about to close. It 
was an easy choice – both. We weren’t the 
only riders to choose this option. So we sat 
for a few minutes, stuffing ourselves with a 
hot breakfast and coffee, before then 
stuffing the wraps into our packs and 
continuing on.

On the return, the last two legs were 
long and had no facilities. At Sorsele, we 
had a chat with the controller, who 
recalled his time working in Scotland. We 
had a short nap in the empty round house, 
provisioned with inflatable beds before 
starting on another long leg.

On this stretch, we passed a herd of 
young reindeer, and a couple of inquisitive 
young pine martens watching from the 
edge of the forest. At Åmsele around 
midnight we intended to have a couple of 
hours sleep before heading off at around 
3am, for the final push. 

Here, the food provided was a local 
dish called Palt, a meat and potato 
dumpling cooked fresh over an open fire 
by a local helper who looked to be doing a 
24-hour shift. 

Throughout our journey we’d been 
offered a red-coloured juice at the 

controls, and also a red jam to accompany 
the food. This was Lingonberry, a native 
plant of the Arctic tundra. It is unusual in 
that it retains its leaves even in the 
harshest of conditions.

We were up at 3am, intending to leave, 
but the rain was bouncing off the roof of 
the cabin. A full-on storm was passing 
through. We decided to sit it out, and 
planned to leave instead at 6am. And 
indeed, by then the storm had passed, and 
we made to leave.  We blagged a second 
portion of Palt for breakfast. In the 
meantime, the American team arrived, 
having been caught in the full force of the 
storm for hours, with no possible shelter. 
They were very cold and wet. We left them 
in a warm cabin with several hours in 
hand, and they did eventually finish in 
time.

The final 110k back to Umeå passed 
uneventfully enough. We approached the 
town along back roads, past the Volvo 
factory. We seemed to be in the 
countryside, and then all of a sudden, right 
in the centre of town.

An epic ride, through changing 
landscapes and uncertain weather. 
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I’VE ALWAYS INSISTED that a 400km 
ride is my limit. And after finishing 
London-Wales-London, that statement 
remains true. I won’t be doing another 400 
this year. But even though it felt like an 
eternity, I didn’t really have any post-ride 
issues – so maybe I might reconsider. 

This was my first attempt at a 400, and 
having completed a 200km and 300km in 
the build-up, I felt confident. I drove from 
Norwich down to the start at Chalfont St 
Peter with Mike Hale, another club mate. 
He’s a much more experienced Audaxer 
than me. Another even more athletic club 
mate, John Swindells, had cycled from 
Norfolk the day before and planned to 
cycle back home after the event!

The three of us set off on the first 
section, which was relatively quiet in terms 
of traffic, but my fingertips started to go 
numb pretty quickly. Having company 
helped the miles tick off reasonably 

quickly, however. We’d been warned about 
pot holes – which was spot on. The whole 
ride was littered with them. Norfolk roads 
can be bad, but this was something else. 

Leaving the Sainsbury's control north 
of Oxford, the weather began to warm up 
and fingers started bending again. With 
the heat picking up and the wind easing 
off, we upped the pace, enjoying the views 
over rolling hills. 

One highlight was seeing a picture-
perfect Cotswold village down in a valley 
– and then finding ourselves in the village. 
We pulled in to a cafe for a quick hot drink 
and to strip off some layers.

Pushing on to Tewkesbury, we stopped 
for a while at the Tesco for a bottle refill 
and to have some lunch before heading 
west. Knowing what was to come, we had 
another stop for a drink at the info control 
cafe before Yat Rock. We chatted to 
another rider on his very nice Orange 

Bowman bike. He’d ridden in a couple of 
events Mike had done over the last few 
weeks.

As a slightly larger rider (pushing 94kg) 
Yat Rock was a bit of a grind. Thankfully I 
didn't feel the need to hop off the bike, 
and managed to inch my way up, passing 
the chap on the Bowman near the top, and 
saying with some confidence we were 
near the top. The ride levelled out with a 
great view of the Severn Bridge. Then I 
really got to live up to my self-titled 
nickname of Poundland Vincenzo Nibali, 
thoroughly enjoying the twisting descent 
into Chepstow. We were in Wales.

Finding the Methodist church was easy 
once you saw the Audax sign and bikes, 
and we enjoyed a wonderfully warm 
welcome, with food and cakes. It appears 
we left Chepstow as a power cut occurred. 
We were fortunate to miss that. Back 
towards the Severn Bridge our discussions 

Norfolk-based Jim South and two friends 
from Iceni Velo took on the London-Wales-
London event – a lozenge-shaped 400km 
slog from the fringes of the capital to the 
other side of the Severn Bridge. This is his 
story of a gruelling ride…

A welcome 
in the Welsh hills
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JIM SOUTH

Although he rode LEJOG in 2012 and 
Koblenz to Norwich in 2013, the demands 
of a young family meant monthly 100k 
rides was all he could fit in. Now they are 
growing up, he is tackling some longer 
rides and hopes to complete an SR series 
in 2022/23

A lovely view of the Cotswolds 
and the distant Welsh foothills

An early-morning hedge ticket

Welcome nutrition at the Oxford control
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turned to the return leg and the Somerset 
Monument climb.

We ploughed on, and with some 
trepidation hit the climb. Mike had warned 
me it was one of the harder ascents. It was 
a slog, but with a few miles now in the legs 
I was delighted to see the monument and 
the top of the climb. That's the hard stuff 
out of the way, or so I thought.

Mentally it got a bit tougher from here. 
We headed straight through Malmesbury 
at 8pm and eventually stopped at an Aldi 
for a rest, food and drink top-up, seeing a 
small peloton heading off ahead. 

We pushed on to the control at 
Lambourn for some more welcome food 
and encouraging chat when signing in. 
Talk turned to finding a hotel and finishing 
in the morning, but after a bit of rest and 
food we decided to plough on. 

The section to Henley was a real slog 
– bad roads, lots of ascending with what 
felt like no descending, and a quick sit 
down in an Audax hotel, just trying to 
mentally push ourselves to get to the 
psychological mark of the final info 
control, where we could grab a coffee to 
get us to the end.

The coffee machine was out of cups, so 
I popped out my super caffeine pill, which 
I think was equivalent to a couple of Red 
Bulls. This gave me a buzz which carried 
me to the end. Mike admitted he’d had a 
couple of micro naps on the bike, which 
had never occurred before. I put my 
stamina down to a week-long caffeine 
detox.

Counting down the miles now and 
thinking it was easy street, we were 
confronted with two monumental climbs 
– even the joy of descending was 
diminished. There was a lot of braking, and 
we needed to stay alert remain upright. 
Turning off about a mile from the finish, 
we noticed we were about a couple of 
hundred yards from Mike's camper van. 

Knowing it was more or less downhill, 
we ploughed on and got to the arrivée just 
after 4.30am, a bit off target, but 
considering the amount of climbing, I was 
happy to have finished. We found out that 
John made it back at about 10.45pm – just 
shy of six hours before. 

A quick spin back to Mike's van, an 
hour and a half’s kip and a Wetherspoons 
breakfast at Beaconsfield services, and it 
was a nice drive back to Norwich. John got 
back at some point that afternoon after 
riding the 140 plus miles home, heading 
off probably at the same time we’d woken 
up. 

Thank you to the organisers as well as 
the volunteers at the controls, and 
apologies to those at Lambourn as 
although I think I was polite, I was 
somewhat miserable by then.

The gateway to Wales, the inevitable Severn 
Bridge crossing with Mike in the background
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Baking
Biker

The

Cottage cheese bites
INGREDIENTS 

 ● 100g cottage cheese

 ● 1 egg

 ● 2 mushrooms

 ● Half a small potato

 ● 20g of grated cheese

METHOD 
This will make two cottage cheese bites. Heat the 

oven to 200 degrees or GM6. Lightly boil the 
potato and allow to cool. Once cool, chop into 
small cubes. Slice the mushrooms and brown 
in a dash of oil and if desired some butter. Mix 
the egg with the cottage cheese.

Lightly grease two ramekins and place half the 
potato cubes and mushrooms in each. Pour 
half the egg mixture into each ramekin and 
sprinkle the grated cheese equally over each.

Pop in the oven for about 15 to 20 minutes, or 
until cooked through. 

Looking for a tangy alternative to a 
shop-bought snack on a long ride? 
Well, you can’t beat the taste of cheesy 
deliciousness, with potato, mushroom 
and egg – and these bite-sized 
beauties are quick and easy to prepare.

Lincolnshire chef, 
WI member and 
keen Audaxer, 
Sarah Freeman, is 
always coming up 
with new ideas for 
biking snacks. And 
her recipes are 
quick and easy to 
make, even for 
cooking novices. 
Why not give them 
a try?

TASTY TREAT TO ADD  
A CHEESY BOOST TO 
YOUR RIDE
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Readers will be familiar with 
veteran rider Paul Harrison’s 
descriptions of cycling in 
Corsica – the rough terrain of 
the island challenges and 
delights in equal measure. In 
this essay, Paul describes 
Corsica’s high mountain roads 
in winter…

RIDING 
HIGH IN A 
MEDITERRANEAN 
WINTER 

RIDING 
HIGH IN A 
MEDITERRANEAN 
WINTER 
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THE BEST CYCLING roads in Corsica 
twist and turn aimlessly through the 
mountains. They’re single-track, and 
consequently traffic free. A good example 
of such a road lies between Ponte Leccia 
and the Col de Bigorno. 

Ponte Leccia is 193m above sea level 
and the summit of the Bigorno is 885m. 
You might assume that this is a 
straightforward climb of about 700m, but 
that is far from the truth.

The road heads north-east, high above 
the Golo valley, and there are four 
tributary river valleys to cross before the 
final ascent to the col. On three occasions, 
the road does a hairpin loop to cross the 
tributary at a high point, thus avoiding 
losing too much altitude. 

The first of the valleys, however, is a 
ravine and the highest usable crossing 
place is far below; disheartening when so 
much climbing lies ahead. The road out of 
the ravine is a dizzying series of hairpins, 
like a mini col in its own right. It is one of 
those occasions where the terrain is so 
steep and rocky that it seems miraculous 
that there can be a road there at all.

I am doing the route on a clear sunny 
January day which sounds marvellous, and 
it is, except that it’s seriously cold in the 
valleys where the sun doesn't shine' at this 
time of year. Here, the surface is 
sometimes icy, sometimes mossy – and 
slippery. 

Then there are what I call the “fake 
mechanical” sections which cause horrible 
rattling noises from below, suggesting a 
grumbling wheel bearing, a flat tyre, or 
some similar catastrophe. I stop and check 
the bike over – nothing! So on I go, and 
then it happens again. Eventually, I realise 
it's the tarmac itself. Sections of road have 
become detached from the substrate and 
when you ride over them it makes a 
mechanical noise.

Then there are the climbs up the 
southern slopes facing the sun. I'm soon 
shedding multiple layers. It’s essential in 
these conditions to have plenty of warm 
clothes and some way of carrying them 
when not needed, as well as being able to 
carry sandwiches, tools and other 
necessities for surviving in places where 
there are no cafes and few people. 

A Carradice Camper Longflap 
saddlebag is about the right size. I stop for 
a breather in the village of Bigorno, at the 
foot of the col. An ancient farmer is 
hobbling along the road with a bucket full 
of something to feed his hens/goats/pigs. 
Feeling brave, I wish him good day in 
Corsican. This is a mistake; he assumes I 
speak the lingo and replies accordingly. At 
least I think it's Corsican, but it may be 
French with a strong Corsican accent. I 

❝ From the top, the views 
south are incredible; ranges of 

hills with mountains behind, 
olive green in the foreground, 
then silver grey merging into 

snowy peaks dissolving into a 
shimmering blue haze❞



Janet at the 
fountain above 
Bigorno

On the descent
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guess that he's saying: "It's nice to be out 
in the sun" and I reply "Oui”, and nod.

Then there's the final couple of miles 
to the top. Apart from one or two hairpins, 
it's a straight steady climb, so much easier 
in the mild winter sunshine than the heat 
of summer. The terrain is once more 
inhospitable and steep, with crumbling 
rock and some stretches of partially 
collapsed road. 

From the top, the views south are 
incredible; ranges of hills with mountains 
behind, olive green in the foreground, 
then silver grey merging into snowy peaks 
dissolving into a shimmering blue haze. To 
the north, Cap Corse hangs ghostlike, an 
apparition in the Mediterranean Sea.

The tarmac is lumpy, and much trickier 
on the rapid descent than on my slow 
climb up. The road has been repaired and 
resurfaced since my ride. This makes the 
climbing easier and the descent faster, but 
I’m left wondering if it’s quite such an 
adventure as it was before.

❝ Ponte Leccia is 193m 
above sea level and the 
summit of the Bigorno is 
885m. You might assume that 
this is a straightforward climb 
of about 700m, but that is far 
from the truth ❞



    KEY
1826m Total elevation
AAA Audax Altitude Award points
A(1) Free/cheap accommodation (1 night)
B Very basic – no halls/beds, et c
BD  Bag drop
R  Refreshments at start and/or finish
S Showers
Z  Sleeping facilities on route
YH  Youth hostel at/near start
C  Camping at or near the start
F  Some free food and/or drink on ride
L  Left luggage facilities at start
P  Free or cheap motor parking at start
T  Toilets at start
M/NM  Mudguards required/not required
X   Some very basic controls  

 (eg service stations)
G  GPS files provided by the organiser
175  Entries close at 175 riders
14/4  Entries close 14th April
15-30kph  Minimum-maximum speeds

For the most up-to-date information, 
please see the dedicated pages on the 
Audax UK web site:  
audax.uk/static-data/covid-restrictions

1000 01 Sep  Witham, Essex 
The Flatish ACME Grand

11:00 Thu  BRM  3055m  [3m]  £5.00   
X C G M P T  13.3-30kph 
Audax Club Mid-Essex 
tom.deakins@btinternet.com 
Thomas Deakins,  31 The Causeway      
Dunmow    CM6 2AA

400 03 Sep  Brampton 
Border Nights

15:00 Sat  BRM  404km  3353m  [3362m]  £12.00  X 
G P T  15-25kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds 07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online        

200 03 Sep Carbrooke, nr Watton, Norfolk 
Suffolk coast and back

07:30 Sat  BR  £6.00  GLNMPRT (30)  15-30kph 
CC Breckland  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson, 136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

160 03 Sep  Carbrooke, nr Watton, Norfolk 
The Breckland Ton

08:30 Sat  BP  £6.00  F G L NM P R T (30)  15-30kph 
CC Breckland  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson, 136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

100 03 Sep  Carbrooke, nr Watton, Norfolk 
South Norfolk Loop

09:00 Sat  BP  £6.00  G,L,NM, P,R, T (30)  10-30kph 
CC Breckland  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson, 136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

 50 03 Sep  Carbrooke, nr Watton, Norfolk 
South Norfolk Mini-Loop

10:00 Sat  BP  £6.00  F G L NM P R T (30)  10-30kph 
CC Breckland  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson, 136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

200 03 Sep  Dunblane 
Lyon, Lawers and Moors

08:00 Sat  BR  209km  2538m  AAA2.5  [2562m] 
£8.00  G L P R T (70) (22/8)  15-30kph  
Stirling Bike Club  
lyonlawersmoors@gmail.com

110 03 Sep  Reepham, nr Lincoln 
Lincoln Imp

09:30 Sat  BP  112km  800m  £5.00  G L P R T  
15-30kph 
Cycling UK Lincolnshire   
andy.town@ntlworld.com 
Andrew Townhill Andrew Townhill, 
21 Rudgard Avenue, Cherry Willingham, 
Lincoln LN3 4JQ

200 03 Sep  Tenby 
Velos’ Indian summer secret

07:00 Sat  BRM  2770m  AAA2.25  [2150m]  £10.00  
C F G NM P T R (30)  15-30kph 
Pembrokeshire Velo 
Richard Coomer,  Cotts Equine Hospital, 
Robeston Wathen, Narberth,  
Pembrokeshire  SA67 8EY

200 03 Sep  Tewkesbury 
Mr. Pickwick goes to Hay in a day

08:00 Sat  BR  209km  2000m  £7.00  C F L P R T NM 
(100)  15-25kph 
BlackSheep CC   
blacksheepaudax@gmail.com

ROA 25000  Mark Rigby,  The Dwellings,  
Woodhall Farm Barns, Wichenford, Worcester 
WR6 6YE

200 04 Sep  Surbiton, Greater London 
Rowlands Ramble

07:30 Sun  BR  213km  2700m  [2550m]  £15.00  
F G L P R T (100) (1/9)  14.3-30kph 
Kingston Wheelers 
Dominic Trevett, Flat 22, Sixth Floor, 
Northwood Hall, Hornsey Lane,  
London N6 5PN

100 07 Sep  St Johns Chapel 
St Johns Chapel

09:00 Wed  BP  104km  1667m  AAA1.75  [1850m] 
£6.00  G P R T  14.3-30kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

200 10 Sep  Abbeywood Retail Park, Bristol 
Welsh Ruins

07:45 Sat  BR  214km  3720m  AAA3.75  [3405m] 
£10.00  F G T  15-30kph 
Audax Cymru  07503541573 
oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles, 49 Upper Belmont Rd,  
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9DG

200 10 Sep  Frenchay, Bristol 
Slaughtered in the Cotswolds

07:00 Sat  BR  2728m  AAA2.75  [2810m]  £8.00 
G L P R T  15-30kph 

Change of Date  Audax Club Bristol 
Will Pomeroy, 19 Berwick Road,  
Bristol BS5 6NG

160 10 Sep  Frenchay, Bristol 
Granny’s Cotswolds Telegram

07:30 Sat  BP  2191m  AAA2  [2200m]  £7.50 
G L P R T  12.5-25kph 

Change of Date  Audax Club Bristol 
Will Pomeroy, 19 Berwick Road,  
Bristol BS5 6NG

200 10 Sep  Harringay, London 
Straight Outta Hackney

08:00 Sat  BR  £18.88  CFLPRT  15-30kph 
Audax Club Hackney   
justinjones1969@gmail.com 
Justin Jones, ACH HQ Incorporating The Stags 
Head, 39 Harringay Road,  
Harringay, London N15 3JB

200 10 Sep  Heeley, Sheffield 
The Amber Weaver

08:00 Sat  BR  212km  3250m  AAA3  [3850m] 
£6.00  L P R T G  14.3-30kph 
Sheffield District CTC  07767354606 
Andy Smith, 1 Durvale Court, Dore, 
Sheffield S17 3PT

100 10 Sep  Heeley, Sheffield 
An Amber Gambol

09:00 Sat  BP  104km  1470m  AAA1.5  [1750m] 
£6.00  L P R T G  12-25kph 
Sheffield District CTC 
Andy Smith, 1 Durvale Court, Dore,  
Sheffield S17 3PT

200 10 Sep  Kelmscott, nr Oxford 
The Morris Major

08:00 Sat  BR  210km  2000m  [650m]  £10.00 
F P T (40)  15-30kph  
Peter Davis, 47 Main Street, Sedgeberrow,  
Evesham WR11 7UE

100 10 Sep  Kelmscott, nr Lechlade 
The Morris Minor

09:00 Sat  BP  1000m  [950m]  £7.50  F P T (40) 
12.5-30kph 
Peter Davis, 47 Main Street, Sedgeberrow, 
Evesham WR11 7UE

200 10 Sep  Portobello, Nr Edinburgh 
Lumpy Bannocks tae Spott

08:00 Sat  BR  203km  2422m  [2350m]  £5.00 
F G L P T  15-30kph  
Musselburgh RCC  07852105204 
Alistair Mackintosh, 5 Durham Road South, 
Edinburgh EH15 3PD

200 10 Sep  Richmond Park,  
Pembroke Lodge 
The White Hart

08:00 Sat  BR  1594m  £10.00  F T NM G P 
14.3-30kph 
Audax Club Hackney  tsaudax@gmail.com 
Tim Sollesse, 59 Lynwood Road,  
Ealing W5 1JG

200 10 Sep  Wormingford 
Wormingford Dragon

08:00 Sat  BR  1639m  [1m]  £10.00  X G P R T 
(19/8)  15-30kph 
CC Sudbury  01206 323521 
ian.lovelock@btinternet.com 
Ian Lovelock, Old School House,  
Crown Street, Dedham, Colchester CO7 6AS

100 10 Sep  Wormingford 
Wormingford Wyrm

09:00 Sat  BP  931m  £10.00  G L M R T  15-30kph 
CC Sudbury  01206323521  
ian.lovelock@btinternet.com 
Ian Lovelock, Old School House,  
Crown Street, Dedham, Colchester CO7 6AS

200 11 Sep  Tattenhall, Cheshire 
Pistyll Packing Momma

08:00 Sun  BR  210km  3500m  AAA3.5  [3400m]  
£8.00  G L P R T  15-30kph  
Chester & North Wales CTC 
Brandon Edgeley, Mile House Barn,  
Main Road, Worleston CW5 6DH

120 11 Sep  Tattenhall, Cheshire 
Momma’s Mountain Views

08:30 Sun  BP  129km  1750m  AAA1.75  [2000m] 
£8.00  G L NM P R T  12.5-25kph 
Chester & North Wales CTC 
Brandon Edgeley, Mile House Barn,  
Main Road, Worleston CW5 6DH

 55 11 Sep  Tattenhall, Cheshire 
Momma’s Leafy Lanes

09:00 Sun  BP  500m  £6.50  G L NM P R T 
10-25kph 
Chester & North Wales CTC 
Brandon Edgeley,  Mile House Barn,  
Main Road, Worleston CW5 6DH

200 17 Sep  Alfreton 
Straight on at Rosie’s. 2 

08:00 Sat  BR  204km  1120m  £8.00  L P R T   
15-30kph 
Alfreton CTC  tomandsuefox@yahoo.co.uk

ROA 10000  Tom Fox,  180 Nottingham Road, Alfreton 
DE55 7FP

200 17 Sep  Brampton 
Annan and Alston

08:00 Sat  BR  203km  1522m  [1690m]  £7.50   
X G P  14.3-30kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

160 17 Sep  Brampton 
Bowness and Alston

08:30 Sat  BP  161km  1454m  [1920m]  £7.50 
X G P  14.3-30kph  
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

120 17 Sep Brampton 
Ullswater (The Short Route)

09:00 Sat  BP  126km  1700m  AAA1.5  [1550m]  
£7.50  X G P T  13.5-30kph  
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

 72 17 Sep  Brampton 
Melmerby and Alston

09:30 Sat  BP  998m  £7.50  X G P T  10-20kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229  
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

100 17 Sep  motorlegs cycle workshop, 
Cardiff 
the witches hat

10:00 Sat  BP  109km  1245m  AAA1  £7.50  
YH  P R F S (50) (6/10)  15-30kph  
Motorlegs, Cardiff 
David Hann, 8 Kymin Terrace,  
Penarth CF64 1AP

200 17 Sep  Stevenage, Hertfordshire 
The Four Minute Mile

07:30 Sat  BR  210km  2000m  £8.00  X G  P R T 
15-30kph 

Updated  Hertfordshire Audax  herts-audax@pm.me 
Phil Whitehurst, 506 Archer Road,  
Stevenage SG1 5QL

100 17 Sep  Stevenage, Hertfordshire 
Hertfordshire Greenways

08:15 Sat  BP  109km  1000m  £7.50  X G P R T 
10-20kph  
Herts Audax  herts-audax@pm.me 
Phil Whitehurst, 506 Archer Road,  
Stevenage SG1 5QL

 57 17 Sep  Stevenage, Hertfordshire 
Hertfordshire Greenways Lite

11:00 Sat  BP  380m  £6.50  GXPRT  8.3-20kph  
Herts Audax  herts-audax@pm.me 
Phil Whitehurst, 506 Archer Road,  
Stevenage SG1 5QL

300 17 Sep  Tewkesbury 
Elan Sprint 300

05:30 Sat  BR  3227m  [3500m]  £3.50  (100) X C G 
NM P R T  15-30kph 
BlackSheep CC blacksheepaudax@gmail.com

ROA 25000  Mark Rigby, The Dwellings,  
Woodhall Farm Barns, Wichenford,  
Worcester WR6 6YE

100 18 Sep  Brixham cricket club, Brixham 
The Four Castles of South Devon

09:00 Sun  BP  109km  2150m  AAA2.25  £8.50  
G P R T (100)  (14/9)  12-25kph 

Updated  Mid Devon CC 
Chris Noakes,  12 The Hayes, Churston Ferrers, 
Brixham TQ50JB  

160 18 Sep  Denmead, Community Centre 
CCP Century  
(Chris Davies Memorial Ride)

08:00 Sun  BP  915m  [650m]  £10.00  G L NM P R T 
15-30kph 
Portsmouth CTC 
Phil Beed,  2 Clyde Court, Gosport PO12 3DP

100 18 Sep  Denmead, Community Centre 
CCP Time is Miles 
(Chris Davies Memorial Ride)

09:00 Sun  BP  662m  [650m]  £8.00  G L NM P R T  
10-30kph 
Portsmouth CTC 
Phil Beed,  2 Clyde Court, Gosport PO12 3DP

 50 18 Sep  Denmead, Community Centre 
CCP Coastal Jaunt 
(Chris Davies Memorial)

10:00 Sun  BP  272m  [650m]  £5.00  G L NM P R T 
10-30kph 
Portsmouth CTC 
Phil Beed,  2 Clyde Court, Gosport PO12 3DP

200 18 Sep  Lymington,  
Wightlink Ferry Terminal 
New Forest On and Offshore

07:30 Sun  BR  206km  £10.00  C G P R T  15-30kph 
Updated  Cycling New Forest 

smethbike@gmail.com 
David Smethurst, Woodlea,  
Balmer Lawn Rd, Brockenhurst SO42 7TT

100 18 Sep  Lymington New Forest Onshore
10:00 Sun  BP  107km  [2m]  £9.00  C P T  10-30kph 
Updated  Cycling New Forest  smethbike@gmail.com 

David Smethurst, Woodlea,  
Balmer Lawn Rd, Brockenhurst SO42 7TT
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110 24 Sep  Blaxhall, Suffolk 

The Suffolk Byways
09:00 Sat  BP  113km  800m  £9.00  YH C G L P T  

15-30kph 
David Coupe  coupeaudax@gmail.com 
David Coupe, 30 Wells Way, Debenham, 
Stowmarket IP14 6SL

160 24 Sep  Galashiels 
Dick McTs Century Classic

09:00 Sat  BP  1576m  [1600m]  £10.00 
G P X  12-30kph 
Scottish Borders Randonneur 
pedaller1@sky.com

ROA 25000  Lucy Mctaggart,  30 Victoria Street, 
Galashiels TD1 1HL

200 24 Sep  Siddington, Cheshire 
Venetian Nights

08:00 Sat  BR  210km  2700m  AAA2.5  £9.50 
F G L P R T  14.3-25kph 
Four Corners Audax   
shaun87356@gmail.com 
Shaun Hargreaves,  6 Langton Court, 
Werrington, Stoke-On-Trent ST9 0NF

110 24 Sep  Siddington, Cheshire 
Bunbury

09:00 Sat  BP  112km  £6.00  G L P R T  12-25kph 
Four Corners Audax  shaun87356@gmail.com 
shaun87356@gmail.com 
Shaun Hargreaves,  6 Langton Court, 
Werrington, Stoke-On-Trent ST9 0NF

600 24 Sep  St Martins Approach C/Pk, 
Ruislip HA4 8BD 
University Challenge 600

06:00 Sat  BRM  4900m  [5650m]  £9.50  X F G R 
YHA  15-30kph 

Change of Date  Audax Club Hackney 
tsaudax@gmail.com 
Tim Sollesse, 59 Lynwood Road, Ealing, 
London W5 1JG

 50 25 Sep  Bristol, Fishponds, BS16 
Mini Bristol Randonnée

09:00 Sun BP  460m  £6.50  G P  12.5-26kph 
Audax Club Bristol  
Isabel Rennie, 8 Cambridge Street, Redfield, 
Bristol BS5 9QH

1200 25 Sep  Clitheroe, Lancashire 
Inverness 1200

08:00 Sun  BRM  1215km  13280m  AAA11  
[12000m]  £58.00  BD F L P R S T Z    
13.3-30kph  
Burnley CC  burnleysportiv@yahoo.com 
Andy Corless,  31 Castlerigg Drive, Ightenhill, 
Burnley BB12 8AT

100 25 Sep  Corse, Gloucestershire 
Chartists to the Marches

09:00 Sun  BP  104km  1540m  AAA1.5  [1530m] 
£6.00  G P T R (100)  12.5-30kph 
Leadon Vale Cycling Club 
lvcc_audax@outlook.com 
Michael Sutton,  72 Bank Crescent, 
Ledbury HR8 1AF

200 01 Oct  Alnwick 
Cheviots, Coast and Castles

07:30 Sat  BR  203km  2110m  [1911m]  £5.00  
X G P T  15-30kph  
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

130 01 Oct  Alnwick 
The Four Castles

08:30 Sat  BP  133km  1334m  £5.00  X G P   
12.5-25kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

200 01 Oct  Belbroughton, Worcesteshire 
South Salopian

08:00 Sat  BR  210km  2340m  [2676m]  £7.50  
R, G, P, T, S  15-30kph  
Beacon RCC  01562 731606 
p.whiteman@bham.ac.uk 
Dr Philip Whiteman, 2 Drayton Terrace, 
Drayton, Belbroughton, Stourbridge DY9 0BW

100 01 Oct  Bristol, The Lamplighters 
Tasty Cheddar

09:00 Sat  BP  101km  1225m  £7.00  YH G NM P R T 
(250)  12.5-30kph  
Audax Club Bristol  
paul@audaxclubbristol.co.uk 
Paul Rainbow, 49 Quarrington Road,  
Horfield, Bristol BS7 9PJ

200 01 Oct  Cardiff Cycle Workshop, 
Cardiff  CF14 3AY 
Transporter 200

07:00 Sat  BR  2061m  AAA2  [2150m]  £5.00   
YH C  G L P  T   15-30kph 
Audax Cymru  02920 341768   
evansrichardd@gmail.com

ROA 5000  Richard Evans, 73 Conway Road,  
Cardiff CF11 9NW

200 01 Oct  Churchend,Dunmow, Essex 
Richard Ellis Memorial 200

08:00 Sat  BRM  1600m  £10.00  X L R M G P T C  
15-30kph 
Audax Club Mid-Essex  
tom.deakins@btinternet.com 
Thomas Deakins, 31 The Causeway,  
Dunmow CM6 2AA

100 01 Oct  Churchend, Dunmow, Essex 
Richard Ellis Memorial 100

09:00 Sat  BP  103km  950m  £10.00  X M G P T C R L  
12.5-25kph 
Audax Club Mid-Essex  
tom.deakins@btinternet.com 
Thomas Deakins, 31 The Causeway,  
Dunmow CM6 2AA

400 01 Oct  rowlands castle, Nr Portsmouth 
Tour of the southern shires

12:00 Sat  BR  £10.00  G L P R T (60) 20/4  15-30kph 
Hampshire RC  
mrpaulwhitehead@yahoo.co.uk 
Paul Whitehead,  73 Spencer Road, Emsworth 
PO10 7XR

200 02 Oct  Surbiton 
Brace of Bramleys

07:30 Sun  BRM  205km  1800m  £12.00  G L P R T S 
(150) (18/9)  15-30kph 
Kingston Wheelers 
laidbackaroundtheworld@gmail.com 
Richard Evans,  29 Somerset Avenue,  
Raynes Park, London SW20 0BJ

200 02 Oct Ulcombe, Kent 
The Fairies Crown and Anchor

08:00 Sun  BR  210km  2150m  £10.00  G L P R T 
(25/9)  15-30kph 
San Fairy Ann CC  bobwatts999@gmail.com 
Bob Watts,  13 The Grove, Bearsted, 
Maidstone ME14 4JB

100 02 Oct  Ulcombe, Kent 
The Fairies Half Crown

09:00 Sun  BP  106km  1150m  £9.00  G L P R T 
(25/9)  15-30kph 
San Fairy Ann CC  bobwatts999@gmail.com 
Bob Watts,  13 The Grove, Bearsted, 
Maidstone ME14 4JB

100 02 Oct  Winchcombe, Glos 
Winchcombe Falling Leaves 104

09:00 Sun  BP  102km  1750m  AAA1.75  £8.00 
T,R,NM,G  12.5-25kph  
Winchcombe Cycling Club 
happysarah37@aol.com 
Sarah Davies, 22 Binyon Road,  
Winchcombe, Cheltenham GL54 5QY

100 08 Oct  Dore, Sheffield 
Ring of Steel (City)

09:00 Sat  BP  104km  1900m  AAA2  £6.00  GLPRT 
(30)  12-25kph 
Sheffield District CTC  269@member.auk 
John Cripps, 8 Brincliffe Crescent, 
Sheffield S11 9AW

200 08 Oct Dore, Sheffield 
On to the Big Ring

08:00 Sat  BR  205km  2148m  [2045m]  £6.00 
GLPRT (30)  15-30kph 
Sheffield District CTC  269@member.auk 
John Cripps, 8 Brincliffe Crescent, 
Sheffield S11 9AW

 61 08 Oct  Dore, Sheffield 
The Little Ring

09:30 Sat  BP  1044m  AAA1  £6.00  GLPRT (30) 
10-25kph 
Sheffield District CTC  269@member.auk 
John  Cripps, White Gates,  
8 Brincliffe Crescent, Sheffield S11 9AW

200 08 Oct  Newport-On-Tay, Fife 
Moulin Muirs

08:00 Sat  BR  2400m  [2166m]  £3.00  P X T R G 
14.3-30kph 
Audax Ecosse  Niall Wallace,  
5A Christiegait, Freuchie, Cupar KY15 7EG

200 08 Oct  Tewkesbury 
Mr. Pickwick’s Autumnal Outing

07:30 Sat  BR  206km  2200m  £7.00  C L P R T NM 
100  15-25kph 
BlackSheep CC   
blacksheepaudax@gmail.com

ROA 25000  Mark Rigby, The Dwellings,  
Woodhall Farm Barns, Wichenford,  
Worcester WR6 6YE

100 08 Oct  Wigginton, N of York 
The Three Abbeys  
Wigginton Autumn Brevet

10:00 Sat  BP  101km  850m  £5.00  L P R T (30) 
12-25kph 
CTC North Yorks 
Bryan Stanton, 6 Dikelands Close,  
Upper Poppleton, York YO26 6HY

 50 08 Oct  Wigginton, York 
Wigginton 50km

10:30 Sat  BP  £3.50  F G L P T  10-30kph 
CTC North Yorks 
Bryan Stanton,  6 Dikelands Close,  
Upper Poppleton, York YO26 6HY

100 09 Oct  Carlton Colville, near Lowestoft 
The Silly Suffolk

10:00 Sun  BP  £6.00  GNMPRT  15-30kph 
VC Baracchi  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson,  136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

200 09 Oct  Carlton Colville, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk 
The Silly Suffolk

08:00 Sun  BR  1050m  £6.00  FRTP  15-30kph 
Updated  VC Baracchi  johntommo6@btinternet.com 

John Thompson,  136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

160 09 Oct  Carlton Colville, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk 
The Silly Suffolk

09:00 Sun  BP  850m  £6.00  FRTP  14.3-25kph  
VC Baracchi  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson,  136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

100 09 Oct  Mytholmroyd, West Yorkshire 
Season of Mists

09:00 Sun  BP  105km  2350m  AAA2.25  £6.00  
L P R T YH  12-24kph 
Calderdale CTC   
chris.crossland@halifaxctc.org.uk

ROA 25000  Chris Crossland, 14 Stanley Street West, 
Sowerby Bridge HX6 1EF

 58 09 Oct  Mytholmroyd 
Mellow Fruitfulness

10:00 Sun  BP  1050m  AAA1  £5.00  L P R T YH  
8-20kph 
Calderdale CTC   
chris.crossland@halifaxctc.org.uk

ROA 25000  Chris Crossland, 14 Stanley Street West, 
Sowerby Bridge HX6 1EF

200 15 Oct  Corwen, N. Wales 
The Clwydian

08:00 Sat  BR  212km  3150m  AAA3.25  £7.50 
P R T 30  12.5-25kph 

Updated  Chester & N Wales CTC 
07903268439   grahamhines1@icloud.com 
Graham Hines, 33 Dee View Road,  
Oscroft CH5 4AY

130 15 Oct  Corwen, N. Wales 
The Clwyd Gate

08:30 Sat  BP  138km  2200m  AAA2.25  £7.50  
P R T 30  12.5-25kph 

Updated  Chester & North Wales CTC 
07903268439  grahamhines1@icloud.com 
Graham Hines, 33 Dee View Road,  
Chester CH5 4AY

 60 15 Oct  Corwen, N. Wales 
‘The Bala Mini- Bash’

09:00 Sat  BP  700m  [650m]  £7.50  P R T 30 
12.5-20kph 

Updated  Chester & North Wales CTC 
grahamhines1@icloud.com 
Graham Hines, 33 Dee View Road,  
Chester CH5 4AY

200 15 Oct  motorlegs cycle workshop, Cardiff  
Gower Getter

07:30 Sat  BR  202km  2200m  £8.50  YH L P R T 
15-30kph 

Change of Date  motorlegs cardiff 
David Hann, 8 Kymin Terrace,  
Penarth CF64 1AP

150 15 Oct  Trowell, West of Nottingham 
An Autumn Day Out

08:30 Sat  BP  155km  1000m  £7.00  L P R T(200) 
(5/10)  15-30kph 
Nottinghamshire CTC 
Simon Young, 55 Denison Street, Beeston, 
Nottingham NG9 1AX

100 15 Oct  Uckfield, East Sussex 
Mid Sussex Hillier

08:30 Sat  BP  108km  2012m  AAA2  £3.00  
F L P R T 40  12.5-25kph 
Horsham Cycling  malinseastg@tiscali.co.uk 
Martin Malins, 4 Longacre Crescent,  
Cuckfield, Haywards Heath RH17 5HG

100 15 Oct  Uckfield, East Sussex 
Mid Sussex Hilly

08:30 Sat  BP  108km  1600m  AAA1.5  [2000m] 
£3.00  F L P R T 40   12.5-25kph 
Grimpeurs du Sud  malinseastg@tiscali.co.uk 
Martin Malins,  4 Longacre Crescent, Cuckfield, 
Haywards Heath RH17 5HG

100 16 Oct  Honeyborne, nr Evesham 
Barnt Green Bash

8::45 Sun  BP  103km  950m  £5.50  F P R T   
12-30kph 

Change of Date  Evesham & Dist Whs 
07977 516574  neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7, Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD

200 16 Oct  Honeybourne, nr Evesham 
Tramping The Two Loop

08:00 Sun  BR  207km  2050m  £9.00 F P R T   
15-30kph 

Change of Date  Evesham & Dist Whs 
neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7, Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD

100 16 Oct  Honeybourne, nr Evesham 
Ride A Bike To Banbury Cross

9::15 Sun  BP  1100m  [1m]  £5.50  F P R T  
12-30kph 

Change of Date  Evesham & Dist Whs 
neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7 Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD 

 55 16 Oct  Honeybourne, E of Evesham 
The Honeybourne 50

09:30 Sun  BP  300m  £3.50  F P R T  10-25kph 
Change of Date  Evesham & Dist Whs 

neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7 Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD 

100 16 Oct  Minehead 
Ken’s Autumn Colours

09:30 Sun  BP  105km  1750m  AAA1.75  £7.00 
YH L P R T   12.5-25kph  
Minehead CC 
Richard Miles, 1 Lower Park,  
Minehead TA24 8AX
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110 22 Oct  Galashiels 

Ride of the Valkyries
10:00 Sat  BP  114km  1670m  AAA1.5  [1530m]  

£10.00  P G X  12-30kph 
Audax Ecosse  pedaller1@sky.com

ROA 25000  Lucy Mctaggart, 30 Victoria Street, 
Galashiels TD1 1HL

200 29 Oct  Morton Park, Darlington 
Peculier Old 200

08:00 Sat  BR  2000m  £5.00  G NM P T  14.3-30kph 
VC 167  dean.clementson@icloud.com 
Dean Clementson, 10 Redmire Close, 
Darlington DL1 2ER

100 29 Oct  Village hall, Balsall Common 
Autumn in the Shire

08:00 Sat  BP  103km  950m  [900m]  £9.00   
F T P G L  13.5-30kph 
West Midland Randonneurs 
pcoppo@gmail.com 
Paolo Coppo, For postal entries 
contact me via e-mail    

100 29 Oct  Warmley Waiting Rooms, 
Warmley 
Turn Back Time

09:00 Sat  BP  108km  830m  £8.00  F G R T  
12.5-30kph 
BlackSheep CC  07503541573  
oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles,  49 Upper Belmont Rd, Bishopston, 
Bristol BS7 9DG

150 29 Oct  Warnley Waiting Rooms, 
Warmley 
The Ticking Tortoise

08:30 Sat  BP  159km  1290m  £9.00  F G R T   
15-30kph 
BlackSheep CC  07503541573 
oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles,  49 Upper Belmont Rd, Bishopston, 
Bristol BS7 9DG

200 30 Oct  Bispham, Lancashire 
Ride The Lancashire Lights 200

08:00 Sun  BRM  206km  2187m  AAA2  [2300m] 
£8.80  L P R T X  15-30kph 
Burnley CC  burnleysportiv@yahoo.com 
Andy Corless, 31 Castlerigg Drive,  
Ightenhill Burnley BB12 8AT

110 30 Oct  Bovey Tracey 
The Dartmoor Devil @ 9

09:00 Sun  BP  112km  2500m  AAA2.5  £10.00 
F G P R T 125 (22/10)  12.5-25kph 
South Devon CTC   07425161774 
dartmoordevil@gmail.com 
David Twigger, 3 Old Totnes Road,  
Newton Abbot, Ulborough TQ12 1LR

110 30 Oct  Bovey Tracey 
The Dartmoor Devil @ 8

08:00 Sun  BP  112km  2500m  AAA2.5  £10.00  
F G P R T 125 (22/10)  12.5-25kph 
South Devon CTC   07425161774 
dartmoordevil@gmail.com 
David Twigger, 3 Old Totnes Road,  
Newton Abbot, Ulborough TQ12 1LR

200 30 Oct  Pound Street Car Park, 
Petworth, W Sussex 
Petworth End of Summer Time  
200 BRM

08:30 Sun  BRM  210km  2196m  [2006m]  £12.00 
F G P T M  15-30kph  
Anton Brown  abaudax1@btconnect.com 
Anton Brown, 19 Northlands Avenue, 
Haywards Heath RH16 3RT

110 30 Oct  Pound Street Car Park, 
Petworth, W Sussex 
The Petworth End of Summer Time 100 

08:30 Sun  BP  111km  1389m  [1350m]  £12.00 
F G P T M  15-30kph 
Anton Brown  abaudax1@btconnect.com 
Anton Brown, 19 Northlands Avenue, 
Haywards Heath RH16 3RT

200 05 Nov  Cholsey, E of Didcot 
Upper Thames

07:30 Sat  BR  209km  1750m  £7.00  L P R T M G  
15-30kph 

Updated  Victoria Lawson, 5 Park View,  
Crowmarsh Gifford, Wallingford OX10 8BJ

200 05 Nov  Galashiels 
The Long Dark Teatime of an Audax Soul

08:00 Sat  BR  2000m  £12.00  P R T L G   15-30kph 
Scottish Borders Randonneur 
pedaller1@sky.com

ROA 25000   Lucy Mctaggart, 30 Victoria Street, 
Galashiels TD1 1HL

110 05 Nov  Galashiels 
Home in time for Teatime

10:00 Sat  BP  116km  £10.00  P R T L G   12-30kph  
Audax Ecosse  01896 758 181 
pedaller1@sky.com

ROA 25000   Lucy Mctaggart, 30 Victoria Street, 
Galashiels TD1 1HL

100 05 Nov  Witham 
Essex 3 R’s

10:00 Sat  BP  107km  750m  £5.00  X M T G   
12-25kph 
Audax Club Mid-Essex  
grant@huggys.co.uk 
Grant Huggins, 76 Bryony Close, 
Witham CM8 2XF

300 11 Nov  Easton, Bristol 
Moonrakers & Sunseekers

22:00 Fri  BR  2300m  £20.00  YH F G R T  15-30kph  
Audax Club Bristol 

200 12 Nov  Droitwich Spa 
Salinae and Cotswolds

08:10 Sat  BR  212km  2142m  [2193m]  £6.00 
T,P,G,F  15-30kph 
Droitwich Cycling Club  01562 731606 
p.whiteman@bham.ac.uk 
Dr Philip Whiteman, 2 Drayton Terrace, 
Drayton, Belbroughton,  
Stourbridge DY9 0BW

200 13 Nov  Cheadle, Stockport 
Eureka!

08:00 Sun  BRM  210km  1250m  £7.00  P R T M 50  
15-30kph 

Updated  Peak Audax CTC  hamhort84@talktalk.net 
Peter Hammond, 3 Dorac Avenue,  
Heald Green, Cheadle, Stockport SK8 3NZ

100 19 Nov  Cranbrook, Exeter 
Breakfast in Bampton

09:00 Sat  BP  106km  1200m  £5.00   NM  12-30kph 
Updated   Exeter Whs  shbritton@outlook.com 

Sarah Britton, 17 Copse Close Lane, 
Cranbrook, Devon EX5 7AP

100 20 Nov  Carlton Colville, nr Lowestoft, 
Suffolk 
The Waveney Wander

09:00 Sun  BP  550m  £6.00  LPRT  12.5-25kph  
VC Baracchi  johntommo6@btinternet.com 
John Thompson, 136 Dell Road,  
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft NR33 9NT

200 26 Nov  Honeybourne, E of Evesham 
A Round Trip to Leominster

07:30 Sat  BR  212km  2267m  [1931m]  £9.00 
F P R T  15-30kph  
Evesham & Dist Whs  neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7 Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD

110 26 Nov  Honeybourne, E of Evesham 
The Rollright Rumble

09:00 Sat  BP  1150m  £5.50  F P R T  12-30kph 
Evesham & Dist Whs   neilrob3@gmail.com 
Neil Robinson, Flat 7 Swans Reach,  
45 Swan Lane, Evesham WR11 4PD

110 27 Nov  Bristol 
The Welsh Castles Populaire

9::00 Sun  BP  111km  1404m  [1496m]  £8.50  
G P R 150 20/5  13.5-26.5kph 
Audax Club Bristol  
Isabel Rennie, 8 Cambridge Street,  
Redfield, Bristol BS5 9QH

200 03 Dec  Beaconsfield, 
Buckinghamshire, HP9 2SE 
The South of Bucks Winter Warmer

08:00 Sat  BR  208km  1550m  £5.00 
YH A1 G P T S X (120)  15-30kph 
Terry Lister  lister4cycling@btinternet.com 
Terry Lister, 4 Abbey Walk,  
Great Missenden HP16 0AY

100 03 Dec  Haughton, Darlington 
Pit Ponies

09:30 Sat  BP  650m  [850m]  £8.00  G R T   
12-25kph  
VC 167  dean.clementson@icloud.com 
Dean Clementson, 10 Redmire Close, 
Darlington DL1 2ER

100 03 Dec  Witham, Essex 
The Stansted Airport Express

10:00 Sat  BP  650m  £5.00  X M G P   12.5-30kph  
Audax Club Mid-Essex     
tom.deakins@btinternet.com 
Thomas Deakins, 31 The Causeway, Dunmow 
CM6 2AA

200 10 Dec  Bristol 
Levels, Lumps & Lions

07:00 Sat  BR  2060m  £8.00  YH G R T  15-30kph 
Audax Club Bristol 
Will Pomeroy, Bristol

100 10 Dec  Bristol 
The Wookies & Chewie

07:30 Sat  BP  1190m  £7.00  YH G R T   10-25kph 
Audax Club Bristol 
Will Pomeroy, Bristol

100 27 Dec  Dalkeith 
Post-Xmas Tour of Midlothian

09:00 Tue  BP  1011m  [1200m]  £5.50  X F P G P R 
(30) (13/12)  15-30kph 
Scottish Borders Randonneur 
Ross Connell, 1 Viscount Drive,  
Dalkeith EH22 3FX 

500 29 Dec  Easton, Bristol 
Full Fat Festive 500

06:00 Thu BR  3450m  £10.00  YH X G L P R T 
14.3-25kph 

Change of Date  Audax Club Bristol 
Will Pomeroy, 19 Berwick Road,  
Bristol BS5 6NG

100 07 Jan  Bradwell, nr Hope, Peak District 
Hopey New Year

09:00 Sat  BP  104km  1850m  AAA1.75  £7.00 
YH C P R T 100  10-30kph  
David Darricott  01433 621 531  
ddarricott@aol.com 
David Darricott,  9 Gore Lane, Bradwell,  
Hope Valley S33 9HT

200 14 Jan  Warmley, Bristol 
Chalke and Cheese

07:00 Sat  BRM [PBP]  2450m  £8.00  YH G P R T 
15-30kph 

Updated  Audax Club Bristol  
Bristol

200 28 Jan  Northallerton, Scout & Guide 
Centre 
Yorkshire Grit

08:00 Sat  BRM [PBP]  £10.00  P R G  15-30kph 
VC 167  dean.clementson@icloud.com 
Dean Clementson,  10 Redmire Close,  
Darlington DL1 2ER

200 04 Feb Alfreton 
Alfreton Figure of Eight

08:00 Sat  BRM [PBP]  211km  1650m  £10.00  LPRT  
15-30kph 
Alfreton CTC   01773 833 593 
tomandsuefox@yahoo.co.uk

ROA 10000   Tom Fox,  180 Nottingham Road, 
Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 7FP

200 11 Feb  Tenby 
Pembrokeshire End to End

07:30 Sat  BRM  205km  3340m  AAA3.25  £12.00  
YH X C F G L NM P (40)   15-30kph 
Pembrokeshire Velo  
Richard Coomer, Cotts Equine Hospital, 
Robeston Wathen, Narberth 
Pembrokeshire SA67 8EY

150 25 Feb  Warmley Waiting Rooms,Bristol 
Goats Head Soup Century Ride

08:00 Sat  BP  159km  1630m  [1520m]  £8.00  F G L 
R T P  15-30kph 

Updated   BlackSheep CC   07503541573  
oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles, 49 Upper Belmont Rd, 
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9DG

100 25 Feb  Warmley Waiting Rooms,  
Bristol 
Mendip Flop

09:00 Sat  BP  1430m  £9.00  F G L R T P  12.5-30kph 
Updated  BlackSheep CC  07503541573  

oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles, 49 Upper Belmont Rd, 
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9DG

200 04 Mar  Alfreton 
Alfreton to Wrags

08:00 Sat  BRM [PBP]  210km  1400m  £8.00  F P R T 
150  15-30kph 
Alfreton CTC  oggy.dude@gmail.com 
Stephen Ogden, 12 Primula Grove,  
Kirkby In Ashfield NG17 8SD

200 11 Mar  Ponteland 
Newcastleton and back

07:30 Sat  BRM [PBP]  1974m  £5.00  G P T  15-
30kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229    
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

300 11 Mar  Tenby  
Velos’ Cambrian Stretch

07:00 Sat  BRM  4220m  AAA4.25  £14.00   
ACFGX NM PRT (40)  15-30kph 
Pembrokeshire Velo 
Richard Coomer, Cotts Equine Hospital, 
Robeston Wathen, Narberth,  
Pembrokeshire SA67 8EY

160 18 Mar  Warmley, Bristol 
Mendip Flip Flop – Century Ride

08:00 Sat  BP  2250m  AAA2.25  £10.00  G L P R T 
15-30kph 

Change of Date  BlackSheep CC   
07503541573   oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles, 49 Upper Belmont Rd,  
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9DG

 54 18 Mar  Warmley, Bristol 
Mind the Gap

09:30 Sat  BP  710m  £8.00  G L P R T  10-30kph 
Change of Date  BlackSheep CC  07503541573 

oliveriles@gmx.com 
Oliver Iles, 49 Upper Belmont Rd,  
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9DG

200 25 Mar  Brampton 
Eden Valley 200

08:00 Sat  BRM [PBP]  204km  2086m  [1943m] 
£9.00  G P   15-30kph  
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online

200 26 Mar Cranbrook 
Mad March, A river too far

08:00 Sun  BRM [PBP]  2800m  AAA2.75  £12.00 
YH F P R T X  15-30kph  
Exeter Whs  shbritton@outlook.com 
Sarah Britton, 17 Copseclose Lane,  
Cranbrook, Exeter EX5 7AP

100 26 Mar  Cranbrook 
Mad March, Up and Blackdown

09:00 Sun  BP  1150m  £6.00  YH F P R T  12-25kph 
Exeter Whs  07443 471140 
shbritton@outlook.com 
Sarah Britton, 17 Copse Close Lane,  
Cranbrook, Devon EX5 7AP

300 31 Mar  Morpeth 
Northumberland Nightshift

22:30 Fri  BRM [PBP]  301km  2582m  [2610m]  
£5.00  G P  15-30kph 
Tyneside Vagabonds  07875224229 
audax@dixonberne.plus.com 
Please enter online        
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PRIZE CROSSWORD No.10 by Sprocket

Note: Completed entries will be disqualified for missing three controls.
ACROSS
1 Stop tendency to look upriver 6
4 Food from Mars?  5, 3
9 Stop chatterbox slinging disgraceful mud after love’s lost  5
10 Left out of honours for charges  7
12 Way out (via meandering route)  5
14 It’s what you get for dropping names?  3
15 I’m Joe, reinventing image for the digital age  5
16 Sea creature spits out ring for a laugh  6
17 Say it with a meaningful gesture?  4
19 A cooler habitat for birds?  4
20 Is among those against rackets  6
24 Singer defeating odds to handle blues  5
25 One against the clock in central Pittsburgh  1.1.1
26 Actor’s old flame flipping portrait, for instance  5
27 Thumbs all over the place (Sprocket’s into heavy metal)  7
28a & 23d Stop bug – go Anteaters!  5, 6

£50 

voucher of your choice 

the winner will be drawn from all 

the correct entries received by  

31 October 2022

WIN

29 Road-dwellers rising, to a point?  8
30 Stop Flanders going back to sleep  6

DOWN 
1 Stop sounding hot enough to pour  6
2 Flapper profits by a flutter  8
3 Tree, or what’s left of it  3
5 Overlong notes taken at frantic pace?  1, 4, 1, 6
6 Stop muddy riflemen on the rampage  11
7 Stop hosting tea party?  6
8 Of the country where citrus is juiced  6
11 Stop tube, before the line smudges  12
13 Stop messing around (dream like us)  11
18 Brute fomenting hate, drowning in drink 8
21 Sprocket is “cheap writer with Shakespearean sense of rhythm”  6
22 Stop bailing one out of trouble for early start  6
23 See 28a 
28 Edges off to cringe elsewhere, surprising American  3

Send your completed grid to:
The editor
Arrivée magazine crossword
Walnut Farm, Bagpath, Kingscote
Gloucestershire GL8 8YQ

or email a picture/copy to: gedlennox@me.com

YOUR NAME:

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER:

EMAIL ADDRESS:

Solution for No.9

Congratulations to the first 
correct solution drawn for 
our crossword No.9:

Richard Leonard 
Membership No. 4914
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CONTACTS

Arrivée is the magazine of Audax 
United Kingdom, the long distance 
cyclists’ association which 
represents Les Randonneurs 
Mondiaux in the UK. AUK 
membership is open to any person, 
regardless of club or other 
affiliation, who is imbued with the 
spirit of long-distance cycling. 

MEMBERSHIP 
Enquiries: Caroline Fenton 
(AUK Membership Secretary), 
56 Lockesfield Place, 
London E14 3AJ
membership@audax.uk

One and five year membership 
available – for full details and fees 
see https://audax.uk/join-us/

ARRIVÉE
Extra or back copies of Arrivée 

subject to availability – please 
contact Caroline Fenton

TO ADVERTISE
Rates per issue: ¼ page £75, pro 
rata to £300 per page. Payment in 
advance. We rely on good faith and 
Arrivée cannot be held responsible 
for advertisers’ misrepresentations 
or failure to supply goods or 
services.
Members’ Private Sales, Wants, 
Event Adverts: free.

Views expressed in Arrivée are not 
necessarily those of the Club.

Designed and produced for AUK by: 
gedesign, Bagpath, Gloucestershire.
Printed by: Taylor Brothers, Bristol
Distribution data from: 
Caroline Fenton and the AUK 
Membership Team.

ISSUE 158 – WINTER 2022 EDITION  
Send your stories to gedlennox@me.com There is no strict   
deadline for your stories – most will be published, but not 
necessarily immediately unless they are time-relevant.  
COPY DEADLINE FOR ADVERTISERS: 31 October 2022
● Send your text in any word-processor format and your 

pictures as separate files (i.e. not embedded in the 
document).

● Images must be as big as possible, anything below 1Mb 
jpeg is not useable

● It is essential that your photographs are captioned, 
preferably in a separate document, cross referenced to  
your pictures.

● Include your full contact details – including your AUK 
number – we cannot publish your story otherwise

● Copy all the content into a single folder
● If it is too large (i.e. more than 10Mb) please use WeTransfer, 

MailBigFile or a cloud-based platform like Dropbox etc.
● Please do not use the old Mediafire gateway as it is no 

longer functional.

Board and delegates
Individual email addresses are listed 
for Board members and delegates, 
where relevant. For general enquiries 
or if you are not sure who to contact, 
please use secretary@audax.uk. 
Please bear in mind that all Board 
members and delegates are 
volunteers and so may not always be 
able to respond immediately.

Chair and LRM/ACP 
representative
Chris Crossland 
14 Stanley Street West, Sowerby 
Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX6 1EF
chair@audax.uk
01422 832 853

The Chair supervises:
IT Manager
Kevin Lake
it@audax.uk

who is advised by:
IT refresh project board including 
co-opted members:
Dan Campbell
Neil Goldsmith
Otto Reinders

and who has the following delegates:
www.aukweb.net
Website manager: Francis Cooke
Systems administrator: Terry Kay
audax.uk
Web content manager: Dave Allison
webcontent@audax.uk

AUK forum administrator
Kevin Lake

AUK forum Moderator
Kevin Lake

The Chair also supervises 
these delegates:
Mileater secretary  
(currently on a temporary basis)
Chris Crossland (details as above) 

FWC (Fixed Wheel Challenge)  
and Super Fixed Wheel
Richard Phipps, 77 West Farm 
Avenue, Ashtead, Surrey KT21 2JZ.
richard@richardphipps.co.uk

General Secretary
Graeme Provan
Whitelands, Terling Road,  
Hatfield Peverel, Essex CM3 2AG
secretary@audax.uk
The Secretary supervises these 
delegates:
Registrar
Les Hereward, 20 Webster Close, 
Oxshott, Surrey, KT22 OSF 
leshereward@gmail.com
Annual reunion organisers
Paul Rainbow 
paul@audaxclubbristol.co.uk
and Mark Gibson
Markg103@gmail.com

Finance director
Nigel Armstrong
13 Upper Bank End Road, Holmfirth, 
West Yorkshire HD91ES
01484 687587
fd@audax.uk

Directors without portfolio
Andy Yates

Director and membership 
secretary
Caroline Fenton
56 Lockesfield Place, London E14 3AJ
membership@audax.uk
The Membership secretary supervises 
these delegates:
Membership admininistration
Mike Wigley (Admin)
Enrolments
Peter Davis
Howard Knight

Communications director
Position vacant

The Communications director 
supervises these delegates:
Arrivée managing editor
Ged Lennox
gedlennox@me.com

Badge and medal shop secretary
Allan Taylor
www.audaxmedals.southportcc.co.uk

Director and calendar events   secretary
Ian Hennessey
10 High Street, Honiton, EX14 1PU
events@audax.uk
The calendar events secretary 
supervises these delegates:
Regional events delegates
Scotland & Northern England: 
Andy Uttley
Midlands & Eastern England:  
Grant Huggins
South East England:  
Pat Hurt
South West England & Wales:  
Andy Cox
UAF delegate
Dave Minter

Director and Permanents 
secretary
John Ward
34 Avenue Road,  
Lymington S041 9GJ
permanents@audax.uk
01590 671205

The Permanents secretary supervises 
these delegates:
DIY regional representatives
Scotland: Martin Foley
North West England: Julian Dyson
Yorkshire & East England:  
Andy Clarkson
Midlands, North and Mid Wales:  
Mike Kelly
South West England  
and South Wales: Rob Baird
South East England (inside M25):  
Paul Stewart 
South East England Home counties: 
Martin Lucas
ECE delegate
Martin Malins
Malinseastg@tiscali.co.uk
OCD delegate
Rod Dalitz 136 Muir Wood Road, 
Edinburgh EH14 5HF
rod.dalitz@me.com
 
 

Event Services director  
and recorder
Dan Smith
95 Regents Court, Kingston upon 
Thames KT2 5AQ
services@audax.uk
07596 248528
The Event Services director 
supervises these delegates:
Validation secretary
Cathy Brown
76 Victoria St, Kirkwall KW15 1DQ
validations@audax.uk
Awards secretary
Peter Davis
awards@audax.uk 
RRTY award secretary
Grant Huggins
76 Bryony Close, Witham,  
Essex CM8 2XF
rrty@audax.uk
AAA secretary
Ivan Cornell
aaa@audax.uk
Brevet card production 
secretary
Oliver lles
49 Upper Belmont Rd, Bishopston, 
Bristol BS7 9DG
brevetcards@audax.uk
Production of permanent cards is 
handled by: 
John Ward 34 Avenue Road, 
Lymington S041 9GJ
permanents@audax.uk

Entry forms: If you want a 
blank postal entry form this is 
downloadable from our website, 
but you can also request a paper 
copy from the Membership 
Secretary (contact details on this 
page) 
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